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With pressure mounting, will Bibi go left or right?
By LESLIE SUSSER

JERUSALEM (JTA) – Israel is staring at a fork in the road, with poten-
tial disaster along either path.

On the path to the left lies a major Israeli peace initiative that deals
with all the core issues under dispute with the Palestinians. On the
path to the right lies more waiting, possibly with some kind of offer of
an interim peace agreement with the Palestinians, until conditions are
right for something more.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, the man behind the
wheel at this critical juncture, is expected to announce a new peace
initiative within the next two months, and the battle over which path
it will hew to is causing serious divisions within his Cabinet.

His defense minister, Ehud Barak, says the only way to head off a
“diplomatic tsunami” that will engulf the Jewish state is by pressing for
a major initiative on the Palestinian track that deals with all the core
issues. Likud moderates such as Dan Meridor and Michael Eitan sup-
port Barak’s stance.

Hard-liners from the ruling Likud Party warn that if Israel makes pre-
mature territorial concessions, disaster will follow. Benny Begin,
Silvan Shalom and Moshe Ya’alon are leading this very strong and
vocal campaign against Barak’s proposal.

The debate has brought to the fore the fundamental differences with-
in the Cabinet on the Palestinian issue.

Barak argues that unless Israel has a peace plan on the table within
the next few months, it could suffer its worst-ever diplomatic defeat.
With Israel failing to offer any alternative, he envisions a situation in
which the Palestinians take their case to the United Nations in
September and get wall-to-wall international recognition of their state
along the 1967 lines without having to make concessions on borders,
refugees or Jerusalem – or even declare an end to the conflict.

In Barak’s view, if Israel wants its case to be heard, it must offer an
alternative plan. Otherwise, it will find itself under increasing inter-
national pressure to withdraw to the pre-1967 lines without even its
most basic security demands taken into account. Israel also will face
growing delegitimization as an occupying power in defiance of the
will of the international community.

“It would be a mistake to ignore this tsunami,” he said Sunday,
March 13, at the Institute for National Security Studies in Tel Aviv.
“Israel’s delegitimization is just over the horizon, even if the public
doesn’t see it. It’s very dangerous and we need to act.”

For the hard-liners, the danger lies in what they call Barak’s “delu-
sional” approach. Ya’alon, who like Barak is a former Israeli army
chief of staff, argues that it is dangerously naive to think the conflict
can be solved by territorial concessions when the real problem is a
fundamental Palestinian refusal to come to terms with Israel’s exis-
tence.

Ya’alon says that even moderate Palestinian leaders such as
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Debate delves into matters 
of life and death

By REBECA KUROPATWA and BERNIE BELLAN
Where do you draw the line between prolonging life and prolong-

ing death? Who should have the final say in withholding or with-
drawing life support? Should quality of life be considered?

These were some of the controversial questions that were debated
on March 8 at the Etz Chayim Synagogue. The subject of the debate
was the well-known Samuel Golubchuk case, in which 84-year-old
Samuel Golubchuk was kept alive at the insistence of his children,
Percy and Miriam (Diamond).

The case (which received thorough coverage in this paper) hinged
on the fundamental disagreement between Golubchuk’s doctors and
Golubchuk’s children as to whether Golubchuk, who had suffered a
massive stroke some years before, should be kept attached to life-sup-
port equipment.

Neil Kravetsky, counsel to the Golubchuk family, and Professor
Arthur Schafer, Director of the Centre of Professional and Applied
Ethics, debated the issues of that case while Jack London, Senior
Counsel to Pitblado LLP and former dean of the faculty of law served
as moderator.

At the time of his death, Samuel Golubchuk was unable to walk,
speak, or breathe on his own. Doctors advised the family that without
life support he could not live, and wanted to withdraw life support
against the family’s wishes. Golubchuk passed away before the case
could be determined, but the issues raised are very much alive.

“What should the rules be when one can no longer decide?” asked
London. “Who should have the final say? How do you resolve an
impasse when some say ‘pull the plug’ and others say ‘absolutely not’?

“Sam’s brain was still functioning, but to what extent was in dispute,
according to the objective findings of Judge Schulman in this case.
Was Sam only living reflexively or was there more to his awareness?

“What would you want in this situation for yourself or your family?” 
London suggested that the question to be considered by both the

debaters and the audience was: “If you could write and enforce the
medical, legal, and ethical principles governing end-of-life decisions,
what would you prescribe as the criteria in determining end-of-life
decisions?”

Neil Kravetsky has the distinction of having been the youngest
lawyer ever to appear before the Supreme Court of Canada.

“This case was, for me, something that not only do I believe in,”
Kravetsky said, “it was also something I believe is of fundamental
value to society.

“The fight was between David and Goliath,” he continued. “And in
this case David won.”

“Whose decision is it in end-of-life decisions?” Kravetsky asked. 
“Is it up to us to tell the doctors or is it up to the doctors to tell us?
“There is no answer as yet,” Kravetsky insisted. 
“The question is: ‘Who has the right?’
“Until there is some legislative direction,” Kravetsky continued, “the

only position” that should hold sway, is the family’s.
“The right of a person to self-determination is the most important

(left-right) debater NEIL KRAVETSKY, moderator JACK LONDON,
and debater ARTHUR SCHAFER

“What should the rules be when one can no longer decide?”

(Cont. on page 3. See “Golubchuk case”.) (Cont. on page 3. See “Pressure mounting”.)
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Jewish-Arab dialogue:

“The wish is to see Canada get back to the world of peace building”
By BERNIE BELLAN

Before Jews and Arabs can have any sort of a meaningful dialogue,
they have to agree on a set of common values: “Respect, dignity, tol-
erance, and diversity.”

That was how Howard Morry described the fundamental challenge
facing the group of Arabs and Jews that has meeting informally in
Winnipeg for the past five years (and which has already been docu-
mented by Myron Love in two previous issues of this paper), known
as the “Arab-Jewish dialogue”.

For the first time, however, on March 7, members of the group
appeared together in public to discuss how the group came together
and what it hopes to achieve.

The setting was the University of Winnipeg, as four members of the
Arab-Jewish dialogue group sat together on a podium. They were: Ab
Frieg and Osama Abou-Zeid, both Egyptian-born businessmen who
have made Winnipeg their home; along with Howard Morry and Jim
Carr.

Morry explained that the group of Arabs and Jews started with ten

members. The original mentor for the group was Harold Buchwald,
Frieg noted.

While membership in the group is by invitation only, it is not an
exclusive club. At the present time, although there aren’t any women
involved as yet, members on the Arab side, in addition to Frieg and
Abou-Zeid, include individuals from Palestine, Lebanon, and Syria,
and women are certainly welcome to join on either side.

Given the controversial connotation that entering into a dialogue
with Jews would inevitably have among many Arabs here, however,
Frieg admitted that extending invitations to other Arabs to join the
group is something that has to be done with an eye toward keeping
out individuals whose temperament might not lend itself toward this
type of meaningful dialogue.

As the panelists expressed their views during the course of the
evening, it was apparent that, if it were up to the four men on the panel,
achieving peace between Israelis and Palestinians would be a relatively
straightforward affair.

As Howard Morry put it, “What are you told not to talk about when
you’re with strangers? ‘Politics and religion’.

“What do we talk about when we get together? ‘Politics and religion’.”
Yet, not everything has always been peace and light when the mem-

bers of the group have got together. Morry admitted that the lowest point
came during Operation Cast Lead (Israel’s incursion into Gaza in late
2009 or, as the Arab members of the group would have it, Israel’s “inva-
sion” of Gaza). “For the Arab members of the group there was some-
thing really personal going on,” Morry explained.

“I said to the Arab members: ‘I really want you to know how sorry we
are for the loss of life’,” he said.

“That was a breakthrough,” Morry noted.

Ab Frieg gave an illustration how perceptions vary so dramatically
between Arabs and Jews. He related how, upon reading of Harold
Buchwald’s death in the paper, he was surprised to see Buchwald
described as a “Zionist”.

Frieg said that his friends said to him: “He was a Zionist? But we liked
him.”

Similarly, Osama Abou-Zeid told how, as a young boy growing up in
Egypt in the 1950’s, the one phrase that was constantly repeated when
the name “Israel” came up was: “Israel should be buried in the sea!”

It wasn’t until he came to Canada in 1974 (after having fought in the
1973 Yom Kippur War) that he had his first encounters with Jews (other
than at a distance on the battlefield). 

“You find your lawyer is a Jew, your doctor is a Jew…you begin to
have personal interaction with them…the best way to dialogue is to
break bread with your Jewish friends.”

Congregation
Shaarey
Zedek

Jewish Federation of Winnipeg Organizes Relief for
Victims of Earthquake and Tsunami for Japan and

the Pacific
(March 14, 2011) – The Jewish Federation of Winnipeg has opened

an emergency Pacific Relief Fund to provide aid and support to the
victims of the 8.9 magnitude earthquake and ensuing tsunami that
struck Japan on March 11, 2011.

Donations received will be immediately channeled through our
partner: the American Joint Distribution Committee (JDC) – the
world’s leading non-sectarian Jewish humanitarian assistance orga-
nization.

Donations can be made online at www.jewishwinnipeg.org or by
calling (204) 477-7427. Cheques can be made payable to “Jewish
Federation Pacific Relief Fund”. Credit cards will also be accepted.

(Cont. on page 8. See “Peace building”.)

Members of the Jewish Arab Dialogue (l-r): JIM CARR, OSAMA
ABOU-ZEID, HOWARD MORRY, and AB FRIEG.
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thing we have to keep in a demo-
cratic society,” Kravetsky argued.

“Doctors here are told that if
they determine subjectively that
a patient doesn’t have a mini-
mum level of cerebral function,
they can withdraw life support.
All they need to do is consult
with another doctor,” Kravetsky
said.

“Percy Golubchuk was stand-
ing in his dad’s shoes. My posi-
tion is that it’s the right of the
family. My beliefs were at stake
and our democratic values and foundation were at stake – what sepa-
rates us from the dictatorships of other countries”, Kravetsky argued. 

“Self-determination and a person’s will are most important. Our
bodies are ours to decide about, or should be. 

“In Manitoba, doctors have the power to decide what to do with a
person’s body/life. When a family’s consent is not given, the doctors
shouldn’t be able to do this. Doctors aren’t God. 

“There should be a fair hearing with an objective, independent body
instead of doctors being the ones making these decisions.” 

In response, Arthur Schafer described Golubchuk’s children’s (Percy
and Miriam) efforts as being “principled and fiercely
determined...doing their best for him, according to the dominant
strand of Orthodox Judaism. The thinking is that every moment of
every life is infinitely precious. Even though their actions were princi-
pled, they were wrong-headed, unjust, and inhumane.” 

There are disagreements even among different Orthodox Jews as to
when life ends, Shafer noted.

“Sam shouldn’t have had all the continued treatment he did, costing
around half a million dollars. It didn’t benefit him. At times, patients
are admitted into intensive care units in case they can be
saved/helped. The doctors who were ordered by Judge Schulman to
keep Sam alive made the right decision to discharge him. They refused
as they saw it as going against their pledge as physicians, to do no
harm. I admire them.”

Most people, suggested Schafer, are not concerned about being
kicked out of the intensive care unit prematurely. They are concerned
about dying without dignity. 

“Our bodies can be kept going, but who would want that?” asked
Schafer. “Ariel Sharon is still alive after a massive stroke that destroyed
most of his brain...and his sons are secular.

“I wish doctors would say ‘no’ more often to patients,” Shafer said.

London interjected: “I have this picture in my mind of Sharon lying
in a hospital bed for so many years, and think to myself what an
incredible torture that would be if in fact there’s another mode of con-
sciousness – being in this state you can’t get out of.” 

Schafer spoke of some other related cases to back up his position,
such as that of Terri Schiavo and “Nancy B” (a pseudonym).

(The Terri Schiavo case was a legal battle between Terri’s husband
and parents that lasted from 1998-2005. The issue was whether a feed-
ing tube used to keep her alive since 1990 should be disconnected,
allowing her to die. 

Schiavo collapsed in her St. Petersburg, Florida home in full cardiac
arrest on Feb. 25, 1990, having suffered massive brain damage due to
lack of oxygen. After over two months in a coma, she was deemed to
be in a vegetative state. In 1998, Schiavo’s husband, Michael, peti-
tioned the Florida court to remove her feeding tube, in opposition to
Schiavo’s parents, Robert and Mary Schindler, who argued she was
conscious. On March 18, 2005, the court determined she would not
wish to continue life-prolonging measures. After 13 days of starvation,
she died at a hospice. 

Nancy B was a patient in Hotel Dieu de Quebec. Justice Jacques
Dufour of the Quebec Superior Court said Nancy B, who suffered
from a neurological disease called Guillain-Barre syndrome, had the
right to decide to have life-sustaining equipment disconnected. In the
judge’s view, death would be the result of the underlying disease and
not the self-inflicted injury. Dufour further said no doctor should be
held liable or accused of careless conduct and criminal negligence for
respecting the patient’s right to self-determination, i.e. wish for life-
support treatment to be discontinued.) 

Shafer also brought up the problem of scarce resources: “If we insti-
tute a system whereby once you’re plugged in, you can never be
unplugged, doctors would have an incentive never to plug a patient
in.”

Another problem for Orthodox Jews, Shafer suggested, is that of

“palliative care”. 
“By the way, palliative care

shortens your life,” he suggested.
“Can an Orthodox Jew receive palliative care? Is it better to live an

extra month in agony rather than receive drugs that will (relieve the
pain but) shorten your life?”

At one point Shafer asked some very pointed questions of how far
the Orthodox Jewish position would have been prepared to go in
order to keep Samuel Golubchuk alive.

“What if Samuel Golubchuk had become gangrenous” (as apparent-
ly he was very close to becoming, according to his attending nurses),
Shafer asked. “The rabbi would have said: ‘Amputate his limbs…The
rabbi would have said: ‘Give him a heart-lung transplant’ ”.

“Is life always a benefit?” Shafer asked the audience.

In the lively question and answer period that followed the debaters’
presentations, one questioner, who identified himself as an intensive-
care physician, asked: “Is there a difference in theory between not
offering a treatment and withdrawing treatment?”

In response, Shafer said: “If a doctor doesn’t think you’re a suitable
candidate for surgery, they won’t ask you” whether you want a certain
surgery. 

“If you demand it, they won’t give it.”
Neil Kravetsky, however, suggested it depends on where you live. “It

depends on whether you’re practising in a socialized medical system
or a system like in the U.S.”

Shafer said: “Plugs are pulled tens of thousands of times every year.
No doctor has ever been charged.”

Later, Shafer said: “One person’s provision is another person’s depri-
vation… Keeping someone alive at a cost of half a million dollars
(which, apparently, is what it cost to keep Samuel Golubchuk alive
past the point where his doctors wanted to “pull the plug”) who is in
a near-degenerative state is unethical.

“What did it mean for Samuel Golubchuk that he was kept alive
another month or another six months, when he was no longer in a
position to determine whether he was alive?” Shafer asked.

JACK LONDON: “What would
you want in this situation for
yourself or your family?” NEIL KRAVETSKY: “The right of

a person to self-determination is
the most important thing we
have to keep in a democratic
society.” 

ARTHUR SCHAFER: “What did
it mean for Samuel Golubchuk
that he was kept alive another
month or another six months,
when he was no longer in a posi-
tion to determine whether he
was alive?”

Golubchuk case
(Cont. from page 1.)

Palestinian Authority President
Mahmud Abbas would like to see
Israel disappear, and that peace
will be possible only when the

Palestinian mind-set changes and all forms of anti-Israel education
and incitement stop.

For now, Ya’alon says, the focus should be on Palestinian institu-
tion-building and economic improvement; in other words, slow bot-
tom-up building of a Palestinian capacity for peace. Big ambitious
peace moves like Barak’s inevitably will fail and likely spawn new
violence, he says. Ya’alon insists that any proposed new peace plan
should have no territorial dimension.

Which way is Netanyahu likely to go?
On the one hand, he and his closest advisers have a great deal of

respect for Barak and are well aware of the widespread internation-
al perception that it is Netanyahu’s foot-dragging on peacemaking
that is responsible for the current impasse. Indeed, the leaks on
Netanyahu’s purported new peace plan followed a heated telephone
exchange in which German Chancellor Angela Merkel reportedly
accused Netanyahu of having “done nothing to advance peace.”

Similarly, on March 1, President Obama told a roomful of
American Jewish organizational leaders that they and their friends
and colleagues in Israel should “search your souls” over Israel’s seri-
ousness about making peace.

On the other hand, Netanyahu’s circle is comprised of hard-liners
who are widely believed to wield much influence over the prime
minister. 

Pressure mounting
(Cont. from page 1.)



Mea culpa. (Is it okay to use a Latin phrase
taken from a Roman Catholic prayer of con-
fession in a Jewish newspaper? I might have
to apologize for my apology.)

In the last issue of the
paper, I ran a series of
pictures of Jewish war
veterans alongside an
article about their con-
tributions to the war
effort in WWII. I mistak-
enly identified a picture
of Morris Chapnick as
Harry Rosenbaum. Pictured here are the correct pictures for both gen-
tlemen.

Of course, misidentifying a picture is nothing new for this newspa-
per. My brother, Matt, used to do it all the time. In fact, it became a
standing joke for those of us working with him when he’d receive yet
another call informing him that he had the wrong name or names
under a certain picture. Invariably Matt would react angrily, somehow
deflecting the blame on to anyone but himself.

The most embarrassing case was when we ran the wrong picture in
a memoriam - same name, wrong person. Oh well, so long as people
can take it in good humour - which they usually do. And, as you can
see with my own picture accompanying this week’s column, some-
times I can’t even get my own picture right.

Speaking of not getting it right - what’s up with the Conservatives in
Winnipeg South Centre? On Monday, March 14, we suddenly awoke
to the news that Raymond Hall had resigned as the Conservative can-
didate in that federal riding, without giving any reason for his deci-
sion.

In the two years since Raymond Hall was chosen as the Conservative
candidate for Winnipeg South Centre, I was impressed with his intel-
ligence and ability. He has a special knowledge of the particular prob-
lems facing Israel, with his background as an Air Canada pilot who
flew to Israel countless times. 

While I suppose we’ll eventually find out the true reasons for Hall’s
sudden departure, the Conservatives have been known to have prob-
lems recently with the candidate selection process in Manitoba - at
least at the provincial level. In two cases - the candidate was either
removed by party brass  (in the Interlake), or nominations were not

accepted for anyone
other than the party-
chosen candidate
(Dauphin).

In Raymond Hall’s
case, it seems that a
schism within the
local Winnipeg South
Conservative associa-
tion is responsible for
Hall’s departure. No
matter what, it’s hard
to say how having a
candidate leave, pos-
sibly with an election
just around the cor-
ner, can be helpful to
the Conservatives’
chances.

Considering that
Winnipeg South
Centre is one of five
heavily Jewish ridings
across Canada where
the Conservatives had
targeted Liberal
incumbents, it doesn’t
do much to enhance
the Harper
Conservatives’ image
as a well-oiled
machine. Lately they
seem to have been
accumulating one

embarrassment after another. 

As for the Liberals’, howev-
er, they still have a problem
with their image among
many Jewish voters. In my
article about former
Winnipegger Zachariah Kay,
which appears on the oppo-
site page, Kay relates how
successive Liberal govern-
ments bent over backwards
to remain “impartial” insofar
as Middle East policy was
concerned. While that atti-
tude may have changed in
recent years, there is no
doubt that the Harper gov-
ernment’s avowed support
for Israel is what has pushed
the Liberals into taking a far
more pro-Israel policy themselves. As Michael Ignatieff told me when
I interviewed him last summer, the Conservatives have been trying to
turn Israel into a “wedge issue” among Jews. Raymond Hall would
certainly have been a good candidate to maintain that “wedge”. It
would also have been the first time that two Jewish candidates would
have faced off against one another in Winnipeg South Centre. It will
be interesting to see if whoever replaces Hall is also Jewish.

Israel Apartheid Week has come and gone  - with almost no report-
ing of it in the mainstream media. And that’s the way it should be.
There will always be a certain amount of criticism leveled at Israel -
often for good reason, but the notion that Israel is somehow conduct-
ing a policy of “apartheid” is simply not borne out by the facts. 

As Tariq Fatah so articulately noted in his book, “The Jew is not my
Enemy”, Arab Israelis themselves generally dismiss the notion that
Israel is somehow an “apartheid” state.

Israel’s policies in the West Bank have moderated considerably in
the past few years, with far fewer roadblocks and a diminished mili-
tary presence. There has been a recent upsurge in rocket attacks ema-
nating from Gaza, however, so the lull in violence in that area may be
coming to an end.

For those of us who truly hope for a real peace between Jews and
Arabs, any uptick in violent incidents is depressing. There are too
many, on both sides of the divide, who would say that you can’t trust
the other side. And yet, there are so many others, Jews and Palestinians
alike, who don’t want to see Israelis and Palestinians  go back to that
eternal cycle of retribution that has been the long-standing image of
relations between those two peoples. To that end, it is encouraging to
see the sincere efforts made by Jews and Arabs here in our own city to
continue a dialogue (See story on page 3.)

One final note: It was brought to my attention by readers Michael
and Nellas Eskin that a recent entertainment story has some serious
overtones for Jews.

You may recall that the popular televsion show, “Jeopardy”, recent-
ly featured a contest between humans and a supercomputer known as
“Watson”, in which “Watson” handily trounced his human competi-
tors.

For those of you who weren’t aware, “Watson” was named in hon-
our of Thomas J. Watson, who was the longtime president of IBM.

The Eskins reminded me that a book written by journalist Edwin
Black, “IBM and the Holocaust”, exposed the critical role that IBM,
with Watson serving as a prime force in the process, played in the
development of the Nazi war machine.

In Black’s words, “When Adolf Hitlet came to power in 1933, most
of the world saw a menace to humanity. But IBM saw Nazi Germany
as a lucrative trading partner. Its president, Thomas J. Watson, engi-
neered a strategic business alliance between IBM and the Reich,
beginning in the first days of the Hitler regime and continuing right
through World War II.”

Black went on to note that “Watson tightly managed the lucrative
German operation.” His book detailed how IBM played a critical role
in enabling the Nazis to accumulate key demographic data about Jews
that proved crucial in identifying Jews for eventual slaughter.

Black’s book and other related articles written by him have served to
expose the willing complicity of yet another major corporation in the
Holocaust. The Eskins are right to criticize the honouring of an indi-
vidual whose role in the Nazi death machine proved critical. 

Thank you, Nella and Michael, for bringing this to my attention and
now, hopefully to a great many others.
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By BERNIE BELLAN
Has Canada’s policy towards Israel been impartial

in the past and, if so, why?
According to Zachariah Kay, former university

teacher and senior bureaucrat in the Federal
Government, it was, and the determination to
remain “impartial” was something that was adhered
to an extreme degree.

Kay was the guest lecturer in a Political Studies
Foreign Relations class at St. John’s College on
Thursday, March 10. The subject of his lecture was
“CANADA AND THE MIDDLE EAST: Mileposts on
the Diplomatic Highway and Byways of Impartiality
& The Diplomacy of Impartiality Canada and Israel
1958-1968”.

“Zach” (as he says he prefers to be called) Kay is a
former Winnipegger (You guessed it - a St. John’s Tech
grad), who has been living in Jerusalem for quite
some time now. Prior to retirement he was a fellow
and senior research associate at the Leonard Davis
Institute for International Relations of the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem and a founding member of
the Israel Association for Canadian Studies.

According to Kay, the definition of impartiality in a political context
means “bureaucratically engendered policy guidelines”.

The degree to which Canada attempted to maintain impartiality
when it came to its policy towards Israel and the Arab world was best
exemplified by Lester Pearson, according to Kay.

Pearson, who was Prime Minister during the time of the Six-Day War
in 1967, was “furious” when Gamel Nasser, then-President of Egypt,
ordered United Nations peacekeeping forces to leave the Sinai
Peninsula, where they had been stationed since 1957 (following the
Suez War of 1956),

But, according to Kay, Pearson “said nothing” about the forced
departure of UN peacekeepers. “He wouldn’t compromise Canadian
impartiality,” was how Kay put it.

“Canadian policies sustained caution and non-commitment” from the
very beginning insofar as policy first, towards the British Mandate of
Palestine was concerned, later towards the new State of Israel, Kay said.

A telling anecdote that encapsulated this extreme impartiality came
in the form of a passing remark that Maryon Pearson, Lester Pearson’s
wife, made to a group of Hadassah women. One of the ladies asked
Pearson why she and her husband hadn’t visited Israel, to which Mrs.
Pearson replied: “Oh, we couldn’t do that – it would offend the Arabs.”

The fact that Canada had never been a major player in the Middle
East had been a key factor in allowing it to retain its aura of “impar-
tiality”, according to Kay.

For instance, with reference to the Balfour Declaration of 1917, Kay
asked: “Did Canada have an obligation under the terms of the
Declaration?” His answer was that it simply wasn’t a “political issue”
at that time.

Nonetheless, despite Canada’s professed impartiality, there were sit-
uations when Canadian politicians did exhibit a strong sympathy for
the plight of the Jews. Prime Minister Wilfred Laurier, for instance,

spoke movingly about the situation of Jews in Russia
in 1905 following a particularly brutal pogrom in the
city of Kishinov.

Similarly, Prime Minister Robert Borden “went on
radio in support of the United Palestine Appeal”
(forerunner to the United Israel Appeal) in April,
1934, Kay noted. 

It was under Prime Minister Mackenzie King, how-
ever, that impartiality towards the issue of Palestine and
the plight of the Jews in general was taken to its most
extreme level, Kay explained. For King, the guiding
maxim was: “Don’t get involved.” In this respect,
King’s policy was a perfect complement to British
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain’s policy of

“appeasement,” according to Kay.
Following the Second World War, Canada did

exhibit a certain amount of “creativity within the
concept of impartiality”, Kay noted. Lester Pearson,
who at the time was a senior bureaucrat in the
Department of External Affairs, played an active
role in establishing the United Nations Special
Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP), which led to
the eventual partition of Palestine.

Subsequently, Canadian creativity (along with impartiality) manifest-
ed itself following the Suez Crisis. At the time Prime Minister Louis St.
Laurent was scathing in his criticism of British and French behaviour
in seizing the Suez Canal.

“Who are these supermen of Europe?” St. Laurent asked.
It was Canadian “creativity” that led to the establishment of an inter-

national emergency force, Kay observed. 
But, that insistence on impartiality led to Canada’s taking no position

regarding Nasser’s expulsion of those same peacekeepers in 1967. As
has been noted, while Prime Minister Pearson privately may have been
furious at Nasser over the forced withdrawal of Canadian peacekeepers,
his Minister of External Relations at the time, Paul Martin Sr., refused to
criticize Nasser. “Canada would support” the cease fire resolutions that
were proposed at the UN and would continue to insist on “maintaining
a balance” in terms of its policies towards Israel and its Arab neighbours.

Kay explained that his lecture was not meant to pass judgment on
Canada’s position one way or another. Since his particular area of
focus was the period 1958-68, he did not deviate into an analysis of
current Canadian foreign policy in the Middle East.

I asked him though, what he thought of the Harper government’s
unabashed support for Israel. Kay responded that it is evident that
“domestic concerns now have a much stronger influence over foreign
policy considerations.”

At the same time I wondered what kind of impact Canada’s recent
overt tilt towards Israel may have had in Israel itself (since Kay is a
long-time resident of that country).

Kay responded that Canada is “not brought up very often in Israel”
in terms of what Israelis think of Canadian foreign policy.

He did note, however, that Israelis have a very positive attitude
towards Canada. In Kay’s words, the prevailing notion in Israel is that
“Canadians are very nice. I wouldn’t mind if my daughter married one!”
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Community/Canadian news
Former Winnipegger Zach Kay:

Canadian policy towards Israel was obsessed with “impartiality”

Zachariah Kay: One of the
ladies asked Mrs. Pearson why
she and her husband hadn’t vis-
ited Israel, to which she
replied: “Oh, we couldn’t do
that – it would offend the
Arabs.”

Canadian government to help fund Jewish campus
TORONTO (JTA) - Canada’s federal government will contribute up

to $15 million toward the building of a massive Jewish community
campus north of Toronto. 

Monday’s announcement (March 14) was made by Julian Fantino,
Canada’s Minister of State for Seniors. 

The federal funds will support the third phase of the Joseph and
Wolf Lebovic Jewish Community Campus project, a sprawling 50-
acre site in the Toronto suburb of Vaughan. Its services are to be
phased in from 2012 to 2016. 

The final phase of the project, to cost $45 million, will include a
conference pavilion and atrium, a theater and lecture hall, an out-
door pool, and a number of multi-purpose programming and meet-
ing facilities. 

A Jewish high school already is housed on the campus. The com-
pleted project will include a network of health and social services. 

The Lebovic campus is one of three Jewish community centers in
the Toronto area being funded by the United Jewish Appeal Federal
of Greater Toronto’s $225-million Tomorrow Campaign. To date,
$180 million has been raised for the project. 

“Our government remains focused on the economy, which is why
we are proud to invest in this local infrastructure project that will cre-

ate jobs, strengthen Vaughan’s economy and improve the quality of
life of [local] families well into the future,” said Fantino.

Israeli peewee ice hockey team takes gold
JERUSALEM (JTA) - An Israeli ice hockey team of 10- to 13-year-

olds, who mostly practice on roller skates, won the gold medal at a
tournament in Canada. 

The Bat Yam Club peewee ice skating team, made up of boys from
Bat Yam, Rishon Lezion, Nes Ziona, Maalot and Kfar Saba in central
Israel, went undefeated in five games to take the Division B title last
month at the the Bernieres-Saint-Redempteur International Peewee
Tournament in suburban Quebec City, the Canadian Jewish News
reported. 

The tournament included 96 teams from Canada, the United States,
Finland, France, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Switzerland. 

The 17 young Israelis, who were hosted by the local Jewish com-
munity, finished 5-0 in the tournament, including a 7-3 victory in the
final over the Seigneurs Lotbiniere club of Quebec. 

The closest ice skating rink to Bat Yam is the Canada Center in
Metulla, a two-hour drive north; it is Israel’s only ice skating rink. The
team practices mostly on roller skates and asphalt. 
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Myron Love

Susanna Portnoy arts dynamo

For Susanna
Portnoy, the ideal
day would be paint-
ing in her down-
town studio during
the day and then
dancing the evening
away. And, indeed,
Portnoy is very fortu-
nate that there are
many days when she
can do just that –
that is, when she is
not teaching at the
Winnipeg Art
Gallery or perform-
ing in a play. 

Did I mention that
Portnoy has also
been a professional
actor these past 30
years?

The exuberant Portnoy most recently
appeared in “Creditors”, one of the Master
Playwright Festival’s StrindbergFest produc-
tions in January, along with her actor hus-
band, John Bluethner. “It was an opportunity
for the two of us to do a show together,” she
says. “Every now and then, a play comes up
where there are parts for both of us.”

The couple also appeared in a production
during TremblayFest and actually had the
opportunity to meet with the acclaimed
Quebec playwright.

Then there was the Fringe play, “Risk
Everything”, they did, which Bluethner
directed. “That was the most challenging part
I ever had to play,” Portnoy says. “I was por-
traying a smoking, drinking, foul-mouthed,
sex-obsessed mother. John kept telling me I
had to overcome being so nice.”

Acting was always a secret passion for
Portnoy. She joined a small theatre company
near the end of her university days at the
behest of a close friend who wanted to join
the theatre troupe and was looking to Portnoy
for moral support.

“I had my first Equity role in a Stage West
production in 1980,” she recalls. “Once I got
started in acting, I became obsessed with
reading every play I could find.”

Despite her many years as an actor howev-
er, Portnoy has been unable as yet to crack
any of Winnipeg’s main stages. “I think early
in my career, there was a prejudice against
casting local actors,” she observes. “After
John and I moved to Calgary for a short time,
we were invited back to Winnipeg to do a
play.

“I quit acting for a while, but renewed my
ACTRA membership when the filmmaking
boom started here. I was cast in three films in
quick succession.”

The film parts help pay the bills, she notes.
Being an actor – or working in any field in the
arts – is a tough way to earn a living.

Portnoy says that she still goes for auditions
when appropriate roles come up. “There are
a lot of very good actors in Winnipeg,
though,” she notes.

Although she became an actor as an adult,
Portnoy’s initial artistic persona was an artist

– and she still is. “I grew up drawing and
painting,” she recalls. “I was always consid-
ered the artist in the family.”

After high school at Grant Park and the
University of Winnipeg Collegiate, Portnoy
naturally enrolled in the University of
Manitoba Faculty of Fine Arts. “I loved art
school,” she says.

Portnoy works principally in oil on large
canvases. She has a number of themed series
that she has tackled, one of which began with
a large-scale painting of her late father, Isser
Portnoy, who passed away in 1991. That was
followed by paintings of her daughters, Becky
and Cassandra, putting flowers on her father’s
grave during visits to the Shaarey Zedek
Cemetery when they were very young.

“I have entitled the series ‘door v’door’,”
she notes. “I have also incorporated peacocks
into the paintings. On a visit to England with
my mother (Blumie), we were at the National
Gallery and were looking at ‘Annuciation’ by
Caravaggio. He put peacocks into the paint-
ing. Peacocks represent paradise and ever-
lasting life.”

A second series she is working on is based
on the Winnipeg Folk Festival.

In addition to working on her own paint-
ings, Portnoy teaches art to school groups at
the Winnipeg Art Gallery for part of the year.
“It’s called the Quantum Program,” she says.
“Gifted students from Winnipeg School
Division No.1 have the option of taking class-
es at the WAG, Prairie Theatre Exchange or
the Royal Winnipeg Ballet.”

When the art students finish their classes,
the WAG puts the students’ works on display
in an exhibit called “Through the Eyes of a

QUALITY BED & SPRING LTD.

We’re back, for all your mattress needs,
at less than wholesale prices.

Call Archie Cham or Doug Boulay

@ 772-0000
to arrange your personal appointment for viewing.

Social Notes

BIRTH    ANNOUNCEMENT

Dianne & Matthew Glass, Debbie & Irving Estein
proudly announce the safe arrival of their second
granddaughter GABRIELLE CHANA on Janu-
ary 11, 2011. Joyful parents are Michelle Glass and
Ronen Estein and big sister Miriam. Congratula-
tions to great-grandmother Lea Levi of Montreal
and Auntie Orly Estein of Montreal and Uncle
Freddie Glass.

OUR LITTLE SHTETL

By

MYRON LOVE

(Cont. on page 7. See “Myron Love”.)

S U S A N N A
PORTNOY: “I grew
up drawing and
painting. I was
always considered
the artist in the fam-
ily.”

Don Amero in Concert  
7:30 pm Saturday April 2

plus special guests: zzajjazz band

Doors open at 7:00 pm
Tickets $10, Tel: 488-0207

1077 Grant and Wilton,   in Temple Shalom Hall
across from Grant Park Shopping Centre

(more parking up the ramp west of building)

Come for a casual evening of excellent music.

Fun, Set to Music 

The Grant & Wilton Coffee House 
is pleased to present  



By MYRON LOVE
Rabbi David Seidenberg is a rabbinical ecol-

ogist. In his presentations – most recently at
Limmud here on Sunday, March 13, and other
places around North America – he draws out of
the Torah the interrelationship between God,
mankind and nature (both land and animal).

In a preamble to his Limmud presentation, he
wrote that “the Genesis texts trace the devolu-
tion of humanity’s two most important relation-
ships, the relationship with the land and the
relationship with God. Specifically, whenever
one relationship degenerates, so does the
other. Alongside these two relationships, one
can also see the human relationship with the
animals changing from one of intimacy to one
of terror on the part of the animals as humans
become predators.”

Among the insights he pointed out during the
Torah study session he led were that man was
intended to be a vegetarian (God decrees that
“of every green plant man can
eat”, but says nothing about eat-
ing meat), that “dominion over
all other living creatures meant
that man was given the right to
give names to all other living
creatures, that Adam and Eve
were sent from the Garden of
Eden back to the land from
which Adam was formed and
that Cain was twice exiled – both
from the land and the face of
God – for killing his brother.

Seidenberg views the practice
of Shmitah – allowing the land of
Israel to rest every seventh year –
as repairing the damaged rela-

tions that were brought about by Adam’s fall from grace in Eden.
“Essentially, the covenant with Abraham is meant to take one people
and one land and put them in a right relationship with each other so
as to be a model for how humanity should live,” he wrote. “That
model is created by the observance of shmitah. 

“According to Leviticus, if God has to choose between taking care
of the land or tak-
ing care of his
people, he will
choose the land
over the people.
The land is given
to the Israelites
conditionally on
whether they
respect the land’s
rights and do jus-
tice with and
through the land.”
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Limmud
Rabbi David Seidenberg draws out relationships between God, man and nature in Torah

Getting Real in the Emergency Room
Winnipeg, MB - We’ve seen it all before at the movies or in television - stories about the E.R.  But

how much of this is Hollywood hype and how much is real?  
You are soon to get an inside look at what really goes on in the heart of the E.R.The Rady JCC pre-

sents a special evening with Dr. Brian Goldman, an emergency room physician, CBC Radio host and
author of The Night Shift: Real Life in the Heart of the E.R.

Dr. Brian Goldman is an emergency room physician who has worked at Mount Sinai Hospital in
downtown Toronto for more than twenty years. He is also a prominent medical journalist and the
host of CBC Radio’s White Coat, Black Art. 

Never one to shy away from controversy, Goldman specializes in kicking open the doors to the
medical establishment, revealing what really goes on behind the scenes - and in the minds of doc-
tors and nurses.

In The Night Shift, Goldman shares his experiences of working through the witching hours at Mount
Sinai, as well as at the other hospitals where he has spent his long career. We meet the kinds of
patients who walk into an E.R. after midnight: late-night revellers injured on their way home after last
calls; teens assaulted in the streets by other teens; and one woman who was punched by another out
of jealousy over a man. 

But Goldman also reveals the emotional, heart-breaking side of routine E. R. visits: victims of sex-
ual assault; adult children forced to make life-and-death decisions about critically ill parents; police
officers searching out injured suspects; and mentally ill and homeless patients looking for under-
standing and a quick fix in the twenty-four-hour waiting room. 

While the rest of the world sleeps, nurses, doctors, and other health-care practitioners administer
to the city’s sick and unfortunate, fuelled by coffee and the collective desire to help those often
unable to help themselves as they await diagnosis in the charged confines of the hospital’s E.R. 

Written with Goldman’s trademark honesty and with surprising humour, The Night Shift is also a
frank look at many of the issues facing the medical profession today and a highly compelling view
into an often shrouded world.

Child” which opens at the begin-
ning of April.

Portnoy also teaches art at the
Manitoba School for the Deaf. “It
is a different kind of challenge,”
she says. “I have learned some
sign language.”

Dancing has become Portnoy’s
most recent passion. She started
taking dancing lessons at the
Winnipeg Contemporary
Dancers studio - just a short walk
from her studio – four years ago.
“I take six to eight classes a
week,” she says. “I do ballet,
jazz, modern, tap, African, con-
temporary and belly dancing
and hip hop. 

“My daughters danced for
years and I used to go to all of
their recitals. Now they come to
my recitals.”

As for her acting career,
Portnoy notes that she is plan-
ning on auditioning for a role in
an upcoming Manitoba Theatre
Centre production.

“John and I have been asked to
do a Fringe play this summer, but
we aren’t sure if we will,” she
says. “It’s a lot of work and we
have a lot to do around the
house.”

As for ShawFest, which MTC is
planning for next winter, she
notes that there are no smaller-
cast productions on the boards,
so she and Bluethner will most
likely pass.”

Myron Love
(Cont. from page 6.)

RABBI DAVID
S E I D E N B E R G :
“According to
Leviticus, if God
has to choose
between taking
care of the land or
taking care of his
people, he will
choose the land
over the people.”



But, as Jim Carr noted, “It’s not enough to
say I’ve become friendly with someone.
There has to be a ‘meeting of the minds’.”

Carr pointed to the different perceptions of
Zionism as an example.

“The Arabs say it was a great colonization force. For me Zionism was
represented by the little blue box in my home growing up.”

Yet, Carr noted, the members of the Arab-Jewish dialogue have
reached a consensus as to what will be required in a peace treaty
between Israelis and Palestinians, including: “A contiguous Palestinian
state” established within pre-1967 borders, living alongside a “contigu-
ous Israeli state”; a Palestinian state that will be allowed to decide where
its capital could be located, including the possibility of Arab Jerusalem;
and some form of compensation for Palestinian refugees, although with-
out an explicit right of return.

Ironically, Frieg noted that the group has moved far ahead of the cur-
rent Canadian government when it comes to acknowledging realities in
the Israel-Palestine conflict.

“Our wish is to see Canada get back to the world of peace building,”
Frieg said. 

“Canada has taken one side. In the past Canada did not. Canada has
the ability to take leadership and bring the parties together. It can play
a significant role…I’m very disappointed that it (the Israel-Palestine
issue) has become a politicized issue.”

Howard Morry, however, took pains to argue against foreign involve-
ment in the peace-making process: “Israel’s perception is that whenev-
er the international community gets involved, it works less to their
(Israel’s) favour. It’s called the ‘internationalization’ of the conflict. Israel
feels it can look after its own security. Israel feels it hasn’t been accept-
ed in the region. Everything that has happened falls into the pattern of
steps being taken to delegitimize Israel…The view is that Israel is the
colonial occupier of the area.”

Morry admitted that there’s not a lot of room to bring those two per-
ceptions together.

If there is anything in particular that can be taken from this ground-
breaking Arab-Jewish dialogue here in Winnipeg, it is the hope that
what has been going on in Winnipeg can be emulated in other cities
across North America.

Howard Morry observed that: “This is ‘ground zero’ for a Jewish-Arab
dialogue. There are no other groups like this in Canada or the U.S.”

As the panelists reiterated, coming together in dialogue does not nec-
essarily mean acceptance of the other side’s position. What it does
require is an understanding that Arabs and Jews have two different “nar-
ratives: of history.

In Morry’s words, “Within the group it is possible to bring the two
sides together. We, as Jews, can accept that Arabs were colonized and
resisted that colonization, while Israel is a return to Zion of the Jewish
people. The two views are not inherently in conflict.

“When agreement comes, it will be when both sides accept each
other’s narratives,” Morry said, in conclusion.
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Community newsDavid Frum is Jewish Heritage Centre’s 6th

annual Sol & Florence Kanee
Distinguished Lecturer, April 28 

Two days before the February 11 fall of Mubarak, David Frum
wrote about the Egypt-Israel peace (The Week, FrumForum.com,
February 9): “If Mubarak’s regime falls, not much will survive of
the peace. If Egypt’s most important international commitments
can vanish with the departure of a single leader, how much less
binding will be the commitments of the Palestinian Authority
under Abbas, whose regime looks especially shaky? 

Lack of economic opportunity, lack of personal freedom, disgust
with official corruption are issues cited by protesters. Not the
Palestinian issue. Had that issue somehow been settled in 2000 or
2008, would Egyptians be any less discontented with their surging
cost of living or their daunting unemployment?

Before the Egyptian protests, the big story on Al Jazeera was the
leak of Palestinian Authority negotiating papers that sketched out
a very aggressive set of claims, including Palestinian control of
almost all of historic Jerusalem. These documents exposed negoti-
ating bids that far exceeded the maximum imaginable conces-
sions available from any Israeli government… Yet Al Jazeera and
Palestinian public opinion generally have depicted the Palestine
papers as an intolerable and humiliating betrayal. Rather than
defend the positions outlined, which would require warning their
public that peace will require many further compromises and
concessions, Palestinian leadership has retreated into fantasy.
Interviewed on the BBC this week, chief Palestinian negotiator
Saeb Erekat said the PA would never sign an agreement that ter-
minated all Palestinian claims against Israel. Individual
Palestinians would, Erekat promised, retain the right to demand
resettlement within Israel as well as compensation from Israel.
Obviously Israel would never sign such an agreement. Equally
obviously, Palestinian leaders who promote such false hopes will
not dare to sign a deal that they can actually get.” 

With the March 16 punctuation into the Middle East turmoil that
Abbas would not seek re-election, the JHC anticipates Frum’s lec-
ture “Is Time Running Out for Israel” with great interest. For tick-
ets and lecture sponsorships, contact JHCWC @ 477-7460 or
jhcwc.org.
SUSAN TURNER

Peace building
(Cont. from page 2.)

Egypt resumes supplying gas to Israel
JERUSALEM (JTA) - Egypt resumed supplying Israel with natural

gas after a six-week interruption. 
The gas flow resumed late Tuesday night, March 15, after a fifth

delay on Monday. The break in supply came after a gas line was sab-
otaged on Feb. 5 during the uprising in Egypt that ousted President
Hosni Mubarak. 

A leak was discovered shortly before the gas supply was set to
resume Monday, the Ampal-American Israel Corp said in a statement. 

Egypt supplies more than 40 percent of the gas that Israel needs to
provide the country with electricity. The supplies had been expect-
ed to resume last month. It is not clear if Israel will now receive gas
in the same quantities as previously. 

The Israel Electric Company earlier this month received permis-
sion from Israel’s Environmental Protection Ministry to use diesel
and fuel oil to run power plants in the absence of the natural gas. 

Some Israeli media have accused the Egyptian interim military
government authorities of delaying the supply of gas to Israel for
political reasons. 

Egypt has suggested that it will not supply the usual amounts of
gas when the pipeline is up and running again, according to reports,
and wants to renegotiate better terms for its contract with Israel for
supplying natural gas. 

U.S. Rep. Gary Ackerman (D-N.Y.), a leading Jewish Democrat,
praised Egypt for renewing the gas. 

“I deeply appreciate this very important decision by the Egyptian
government, a decision that we should honestly acknowledge will
not be welcome by many Egyptians,” Ackerman said. “Nevertheless,
Egypt’s wise decision to accept its contractual obligation is a very
welcome development, and an important sign that Egypt will con-
tinue to adhere to its international commitments; commitments that
have served and protected Egypt’s own vital national interests.”



Limmud group looks at how to revitalize Jewish life in Winnipeg for younger generation
By MYRON LOVE 

Over the past 15 years or so, our Jewish commu-
nity has reversed course and grown again. After 30
or more years of decline, our Jewish population has
increased to between 16,000 and 16,500 (as com-
pared to about 14,500 in the 2001 census).

“As a community, we developed a strategy to
encourage people to move here and to encourage
more of those who were here to stay,” said Faye
Rosenberg Cohen, the planning director at the
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg, leading a session
on the future of Winnipeg’s Jewish community at
Limmud on Sunday, March 13.

The question she posed though is what our com-
munity will look like in another 20 to 30 years. The
bad news is that synagogue membership is drop-
ping and the intermarriage rate among younger
Jewish adults is over 60% and growing.

“We need to figure out how to inculcate Jewish
identity in our children,” Rosenberg Cohen said. 

She noted that it is not just in the Jewish community
that institutional membership and participating is drop-
ping. This is a North American-wide phenomenon.

“We have become a consumer-based society,” she
said. “We are used to a lot of choice in our purchas-
ing and diversity in our social networks.”

Dr. Allen Kraut suggested that more programs – such
as Limmud – need to be created at the community
level, giving people a chance to come in and come out
as they see fit. “The synagogue model doesn’t seem to
be cut out for most people any more,” he said.

Mara (Nepon) Pellettieri, a first time mom, noted
that she has begun lighting Shabbat candles and that
she and her husband, Sal, have begin doing havdal-
lah. “Younger Jews have to be encouraged to do as
much Jewishly as they are comfortable with,” she
commented. “It’s one step at a time.”

Jane Kraut, also a younger married Winnipegger,
spoke of the need to engage children on the Jewish
aspects of ethical behaviour and on telling stories that
emphasize Jewish culture.”

Rosenberg Cohen predicted that what we will see in
the future are people belonging to a variety of small
groups such as the Friday service and supper that she
and her family host in their home one Friday evening
per month.
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162 Cumberland Street, Suite 300
Toronto, Ontario M5R 3N5

416.966.1100
1.800.494.0389

www.romspen.com

Capital preservation and monthly income we can count on.

I’m done with risk. I work too hard for my money. A friend introduced 
me to the Romspen Mortgage Fund and I soon realized that this is 
totally different from any other investment we had made.

There have been no surprises or up and down swings. Romspen 
gives us a consistent strategy managed by a team that has integrity, 
disciplined management principles and years of experience in 
mortgage administration.

It’s important for me to believe that my family has a secure future.

Ron Pearlstone

You’ve heard of the Romspen Mortgage Investment Fund. Isn’t it time
you found out more? Call us to receive an information package or 
visit www.romspen.com.

Zumba, Israeli style at Limmud
By REBECA KUROPATWA

One of the sessions offered
at the premiere in Winnipeg
of the Limmud Festival, was
a Zumba Dance Fitness
Party, Israeli Style, where
instructor, Sharon Delbridge
invited participants to ditch
the traditional workout and
join in the party.

About 20 women, aged 8-
80, came out to the Zumba
class, dancing for nearly an
hour to the sounds of
Israeli/Moroccan dance music.
The class ended off with a mellow cool down/stretch song by Sarit Hadad, called “Shmah Yisroel.”

Limmud took place at the Asper JCC March 12 and March 13, offering an array of 60 learn-
ing options (from Krav Maga martial arts, to the first Afro-American Jewish Orthodox Hip
Hop artist, meditation, and Jewish cooking) presented by local and international Jewish
thinkers, artists, and educators.

Delbridge, a fitness instructor for over 10 years, teaches in more than 10 local facilities,
teaching Zumba to people of all ages – from children, to teens, and adults, ages 8-90 –
including Zumba Chair Workouts in retirement homes throughout south Winnipeg. 

“Zumba is like exercise in disguise as we dance and move, smile, laugh and have fun to
music – learning different rhythms like salsa, merenge, chacha, and reggaton,” said Delbridge.
She hosts two Zumbathons annually, bringing in 300 people to dance and workout while rais-
ing funds for the Heart and Stroke Foundation, Special Needs, and Breast Cancer. 

“Jewish tradition is all about learning, debating, and discussing how to be better Jews, bet-
ter as a people, and improving the world in which we live,” said Faye Rosenberg-Cohen,
Planning Director/GrowWinnipeg Coordinator, Jewish Federation of Winnipeg. “It’s also
about solidifying Jewish identity and community, reinforcing our tradition, and our diversity
and desire to build community for each other.” 

FAYE ROSENBERG COHEN:
“We have become a con-
sumer-based society,” she
said. “We are used to a lot of
choice in our purchasing and
diversity in our social net-
works.”
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Limmud
Getting to know local Jews from “Muslim Lands”

A panel on “Jews
from Muslim Lands”
was presented as part
of the first-annual
Limmud Festival, in a
brimming full room
of some 65 people. 

The panel was
moderated by Kinzey Posen, with panellists Michael Salman, Daniel
Ashrafi, and Marie Bennaroch.

“For most of us in North America, it’s always been the Ashkenazi expe-
rience, but a good portion of the population actually came from what
we consider Muslim lands,” said Posen, introducing the panellists.

Marie Bennaroch was born in Casablanca, then moved to Tangier.
“We were all very close friends with the Arabs. The Arabs in our com-
munity in Tangier never attacked the Jewish people or synagogues. 

“Lots of people went to Israel with the help of Spanish people.
They’d go to Spain and then Israel through the Jewish Agency. It was
like a black market. No one could talk about it, about Israel. 

“We couldn’t tell anyone we’re leaving. They didn’t want anyone to
leave. It’s bad for the economy. When we left, they made me a sign a
paper saying we’re not coming back, and we never did. In 1963, we
closed the door and never looked back, starting from scratch.”

Ashrafi was born in Tehran, growing up speaking Farsi at home. 
“My mother did social work, working in the community,” said

Ashrafi. “We weren’t religious, but we had a kosher kitchen. I was a
good cook for as long as I can remember. Candles and chicken soup
on Friday was part of our tradition.

“When I was four years-old, my mother was very sick. My father had
a girlfriend he loved. She poisoned me and my brother. A young
Jewish doctor came to the hospital in Tehran, and saved my life. 

“When I was 16, a general came and prepared me to go into intel-
ligence for the army, as an F-16 pilot. With that, everything changed.
I left when Khomeini died. It wasn’t easy.”

Born in Baghdad in 1965, Salman moved to England in 1981. 
“We come from Babylonian Jewry and the big Sephardic community,”

said Salman. “The Jewish community of Iraq was very strong, between
100 000 and 120 000 people. They integrated well, and were respected.

“I went to a Muslim school, was friends with Muslim, Christian,

Armenian, and Jewish people, so mostly I didn’t have problems.” 
By the time his parents left Baghdad in 1995, there were only 100

Jews left.
“We had pictures of Sadaam Hussain hanging in our living room in

case he’d come and visit,” said Salman. “Sometimes he’d just show up
in a village and knock on a door...They were okay with us talking
about Judaism as a religion, but not about Zionism or Israel. 

“I got out when I was 16, just before the Iraq-Iran war started. Two
weeks later, no one was allowed to leave.”

Salman arrived in Canada in 1998, and in 2004, moved to Winnipeg
to be a Pediatric Neurologist.

By

REBECA  KUROPATWA

The essence of being a “Cool Jew”
By REBECA KUROPATWA

Although this was award-winning jour-
nalist and bestselling author, Lisa Alcalay
Klug’s twelfth time presenting at a Limmud
Festival, it was her first time in Winnipeg.

Alcalay Klug’s book “Cool Jew – The
Ultimate Guide for Every Member of the
Tribe” was created as a field manual for
the twenty-first century Jew and the peo-
ple who love them, decoding contempo-
rary Judaism and its hippest forms of cul-
tural and creative expression. 

The daughter of an Ashkenazi Holocaust
survivor and descendant of a Sephardic
chief rabbi of Sarajevo, Alcalay Klug
divides her time between California, New
York, and Israel, and her quest for identity

and meaning
brought about the Cool Jew book. 

“Cool Jew celebrates every aspect of who
you are,” said Alcalay Klug. “Whether you’re a
strongly identified Jew, more Jew-ISH, an
Honorary Heeb, an ally, or a deprived
Midwesterner who’s never actually met a live
one, this collection provides all you need to
know to Super Jew your own lovely Heeb self,
celebrate the mosaic lifestyle, and befriend the
Jewish people. 

“The idea for the book is just about a very
positive way of looking at Judaism, making you
more celebratory and more proud...When
you’re in love, the whole world is Jewish!” 

Alcalay Klug’s next project is Jewseum, the
world’s first fully interactive, virtual Jewish
museum. 

At the Winnipeg Limmud session, Alcalay
Klug gave a fun-filled romp across the contem-
porary Jewish cultural landscape, including
musical samplings, slides, personal anecdotes,
and humorous escapades fresh from the massive
tour across North America, Europe, and Israel
launching her book “Cool Jew,” (the first humour
book honoured in the 50-year history of the
National Jewish Book Awards).

For more information, visit www.cooljew-
book.com or thejewseum.org.

Limmud was presented by the Jewish
Federation of Winnipeg, Rady JCC, Chesed
Shel Emet, Winnipeg Board of Jewish
Education, Congregation Etz Chayim,
Congregation Shaarey Zedek, and the local
chapter of Canadian Friends of Hebrew
University.

LISA ALCALAY KLUG:
“Cool Jew celebrates
every aspect of who
you are.”

MARIE BENNAROCH
Panelist

DANIEL ASHRAFI
Panelist

MICHAEL SALMAN
Panelist

KINZEY POSEN
Moderator
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Passover Assistance: Ma’ot Chitim
“Let all who are hungry, come and eat….” (Passover Haggadah)

Ma’ot Chitim is defined as “Wheat Money”, which traditionally
meant a collection made before Passover to ensure a supply of
flour for unleavened bread (matza) for the needy and indigent. In
accordance with the statement in the Haggadah, “KOL DICHFIN
YEITEI V’YEICHOL”- Let all who are hungry, come and eat, it is an
important Jewish tradition that on Passover, we as a community be
concerned for the poor and the hungry (Sefer HaToda’a). 

Ma’ot Chitim is distributed to families who have requested the
need for help to meet the financial burden of purchasing Passover
goods. Jewish Child and Family Service clients who need this help
are identified by their social workers. Everyone in the community
who requests assistance is eligible to receive help from this pro-
gram.

Jewish Child and Family Service acts as the central agency for
the collection and distribution of Passover assistance to those
Jewish individuals and families in our community who need help.
A contribution to the Passover Assistance program will help
ensure that those who are challenged with financial difficulties,
mental health challenges, isolation and physical infirmity are sup-
ported. 

The size and contents of the food hamper are determined by the
size and makeup of the family. Consideration is also given for any
dietary restrictions or allergies.

Last year the JCFS distributed 156 hampers with Passover prod-
ucts (supporting 290 individuals). Arrangements have been made
this year with the Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre, the
Manitoba Transit Heritage Association and The Jewish Federation
of Winnipeg’s J-peg to assemble and deliver the hampers. Past
recipients of these hampers have expressed their heartfelt appre-
ciation for the generosity of the community in helping them to
fully participate in the celebration of the Passover holiday.

In the true spirit of “tzedakah” please contribute generously to
this year’s Passover Assistance program.

University’s head takes fresh approach to
counter Israel Apartheid Week

By REBECA KUROPATWA
According to former Liberal

External Affairs Minister and cur-
rent University of Winnipeg
President/Vice-Chancellor, Dr.
Lloyd Axworthy, he personally
does not agree with Israel
Apartheid Week (IAW) enthusiasts
that Israel is an apartheid state.

“Even though I don’t agree with
that position, as president of the
university I must ensure there are a
wide variety of views people hear
in the student community,” he said.

Axworthy grew up in Winnipeg,
received his Bachelor’s degree from
the U of W, and his PhD from
Princeton.  He had been in politics
for 27 years (six years in the provin-
cial legislature, 21 federally,
including six years as External
Affairs Minister), before taking on
his current role at the U of W.  

“We can’t control if topics like
Israel is an apartheid state are dis-
cussed,” said Axworthy.  “At univer-
sity, and this one in particular,
there’s a recognized student body,
the students’ association, that has the same rights and privileges as any
other student group.  That has nothing to do with the administration.  The
students’ association makes its own decisions, and we won’t counter that.
But I still feel it’s important to provide an alternative platform, because it’s
important to have open dialogue and conversation about the issues - and
not just have it come from one perspective or one point of view.  That’s
what university is about - being open to a variety of thoughts, ideas, and
presentations.”

At Axworthy’s invitation, and attended by a receptive audience, on
March 7, four members of the Arab-Jewish Dialogue group gave a panel
presentation, talking about their two-year-old group and how they
approach some of the more contentious Middle East issues. (See article on
page 2.)

On March 8, David Menashri, Founding-Director of the Center for
Iranian Studies at Tel Aviv University and one of the Israel’s leading schol-
ars on Iran, addressed a U of W audience on “Iran’s Domestic Challenges
and Regional Ramifications.”  Menashri is currently visiting professor at
Oxford University. (See related article on Menashri on page 21.)

Axworthy noted the U of W also organized a presentation by the archae-
ology faculty on questions of faith, and an upcoming presentation by
Michael Bell, a two-state solution supporter and former Canadian
Ambassador to Jordan, Egypt, and Israel.  

Of these efforts toward dialogue, Axworthy said, “I think it’s going very
well - giving people a sense that there’s a place for both kinds of extremes.
The anti-apartheid group will hold their events.  We gave them a space, so
they can have their say.  We want to make sure there’s a broader range of
discussion about these matters.”

So far, Axworthy said the community at large has responded very posi-
tively to the university’s discussion-building efforts, appreciating the diver-
sity of views.    

“We’re responsible for our own university,” said Axworthy.  “It’s up to
each institution to decide what to do.  We’d be happy to share our meth-
ods with others.  I don’t know of any universities doing the same or simi-
lar things.”

But one thing is for certain, a lot of enthusiastic discussion about the
Middle East has been generated through Axworthy’s initiative.  

“It’s given us the chance to show these issues can be dealt with from a
point of view where there’s freedom of expression - making sure all points
of view concerning the conflict are heard,” said Axworthy.  

“Our student community deserves a good airing of all the important
Middle East developments.  The ongoing Middle East developments are
very transformative, and it’s important that we, as a learning institution, do
our best to provide good information to our own students and to the com-
munity at large.  Events like these, with great debate, are of critical impor-
tance and interest.

“The ability of the young men and women in Egypt, Tunisia, and other
parts of the Middle East to mount a strong effort to get a democratic voice
is reason for great excitement to people around the world.  With so many
issues tied up in the Middle East for so long, there can be a changeover in
that...If we’ve learned from the past.

“As Canadians, we must do everything we can to support the shaping of
democratic forces - especially with these men and women who aren’t nec-
essarily coming at it from an ideological point of view, but simply wanting
to recreate a democratic system in their countries.  We should be out there
doing everything we can to support them.”

LLOYD AXWORTHY: “…it’s
important to have open dialogue
and conversation about the
issues - and not just have it
come from one perspective or
one point of view.” Photo by Joe
Bryksa of Winnipeg Free Press,
courtesy U of W.



Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre

Presents

Ladies Lunch and Learn
“An interactive educational opportunity series”

Spring Session
Monday, May 2, 2011 – noon
“The Jews of Ethiopia”

Lola Baral

Monday, June 6, 2011 – noon
“Relationship Matters”

Nikki Spigelman

Monday, June 20, 2011 – noon
“End of Life - Living Wills - Medical Life Supports”

Professor Arthur Schafer

Lunch and lecture only $10.00
(or $25 for all three)

Reservations required by April 27, 2011

Call 339-1701
Sponsored in partnership with the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba
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Rabbi Bob Alper and Muslim partner Azhar

Usman bring comedy act to Winnipeg

By MYRON LOVE 
In his own words,

Bob Alper observes
that he and Azhar
Usman make for an
odd couple. Alper is
66, while Usman is in
his mid-30s. Alper has
white hair and is
clean-shaven, while
Usman has black hair
and a long beard. And,
the most obvious dif-
ference is that Usman
is an American
Muslim, while Alper is
not only Jewish – but a rabbi to boot.

So what were the rabbi and the Muslim doing together on stage at
the Berney Theatre on Tuesday, March 15? They were telling jokes.

For the past eight years, Usman and Alper have been travelling the
length and breadth of North America entertaining appreciative Jewish,
Muslim and general audiences, promoting peace through laughter.
Their first appearance in Winnipeg came compliments of the CBC
Comedy Festival. Following their appearance at the Berney Theatre,
they were scheduled to go on stage at Winnipeg’s central mosque on
Ellice Avenue.

“Muslim audiences receive us very well,” Alper said. “Many
Muslims have a great deal of curiosity and want to hear about differ-
ent points of view.”

Rabbi Bob Alper is a third generation American who grew up in
Philadelphia. The Steve Martin look-alike was the first Jew ever to earn
a doctorate at Princeton Theological Seminary, and has led congrega-
tions in Buffalo and Philadelphia, where he continues to conduct ser-
vices during the High Holy Days. He currently resides in rural
Vermont with his wife, Sheri, a psychotherapist.

“I have had 37 years of experience appearing in front of hostile audi-
ences – my congregations,” he noted.

He recalled being stuck in his synagogue in Buffalo for 30 hours in
1977 during a blizzard. “That helped me understand what it means to
‘dwell in the House of the Lord forever’,” he said. 

When he decided to leave his position as assistant rabbi in Buffalo,
one congregant expressed his sadness. “I tried to comfort him by sug-
gesting that the next rabbi might be better,” Alper recalled. “He
responded that that is what was said before Alper arrived.”

He remembered after a eulogy where the widow came up to him to
praise him for his words. “My husband would have loved it,” she said.
“It’s too bad he missed it by two days.”

Another time, he got a phone call at home from a recently widowed
congregant who wanted his advice on when she should start dating
again. Just then, Alper’s wife called to him. “Just a minute,” he said to
his wife. The congregant said “thank you’ and hung up.

Alper turned to comedy in 1986 after winning a “Jewish Comic of
the Year” contest in Philadelphia. In 2001, he related, he approached
a publicist in Los Angeles about raising his visibility. The publicist sug-
gested a Jewish-Muslim comedy act and put him in touch with comic
Ahmed Ahmed. The duo performed together for a couple of years.
When Ahmed decided to leave the act to pursue other opportunities,
Alper invited Usman to join him on stage.

Usman remembers that first show together. He arrived just before
curtain time. He bombed. He got no reaction.

“It turns out the sound system wasn’t working,” he said. “No one
could hear me.

“It’s like that at a lot of mosques,” he joked.
Usman also has a “Jewish” background. He noted that he grew up

in Skokie in a largely Jewish area. “I was expecting to have a bar mitz-
vah – just like my Jewish friends,” joked Usman, who is a lawyer by
training. 

“I don’t understand why Jews and Moslems don’t get along. We
should be getting together and hate the Catholics.”

Usman noted that he spent four months in Egypt one time and that
there, he felt like an outsider. “I was the American,” he recalled. “It’s
a different world there. The vibes were totally different.”

When Alper returned to the stage, he cracked jokes about his chil-
dren when they were in their teens, his dogs (one of whom was
Christened “Jesus” before he joined the Alper Family) and his neigh-
bours in rural Vermont.

“The point of Azhar and I working together is that we are trying to
bridge the gaps between our communities,” Alper said. “If we can get
our communities to laugh together, maybe we could learn to live
together and not hate.”

Gwen Secter to present new
lecture series

Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre, with support from the
Jewish Foundation of Manitoba, Women’s Endowment Fund, will
present a Monday “lunch and Learn” lecture and social series at
the Centre, 1588 Main Street.

The spring session dates are Monday May 2, June 6 and June 20.
Featured guest speakers are Lola Baral, former resident of

Winnipeg, world traveller now living in her native Sweden, speak-
ing on her experiences with the Jews of Ethiopia; Winnipeg social
worker and community volunteer, Nikki Spigelman will speak and
facilitate discussion on “Relationship Matters and Compromise”
and Arthur Schafer, Director of the Centre for professional and
Applied Ethics, University of Manitoba will discuss “End of Life-
Living Wills and Medical Life Support”

These first three sessions are aimed at women who might other-
wise not have the opportunity to attend such an
educational/social program close to home (although attendance is
not limited to residents of the North End) It also strives to expand
on the current programs held at the Gwen Secter by providing an
alternate date for women to be involved in community activities.

Thanks to support from the Women’s Endowment Fund at the
Jewish Foundation of Manitoba, the cost is minimal; only $10.00
per session (or $25 for the series of three) which starts with a
famous Gwen Secter lunch at noon followed by the lecture and
group discussions.

Space is limited so please register no later than April 27 by
phoning 339-1701

AZHAR USMAN and BOB ALPER
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Tuesday lunch time floor hockey flourishes
Ever since there was a Y. M. H. A., either at

Albert Street or Hargrave Street, and now
Doncaster Street, which is a period of well
over eighty years, there have been many
activities and sports offered by the Y (now
Rady Centre). Many people of both sexes par-
ticipated for a long time in these activities.
Basketball comes to mind as a sport that has
been around a long time, also swimming.

But, none has had the length of time and continuous involvement of
a wide group of men as has floor hockey. It is likely the case that a
lunch time floor hockey game has been a part of the history of the Y
for close to fifty years. Think about it. For five decades, every Tuesday,
winter and summer, sunshine or snow, about 15 men (there was once
a woman who played for a few months) have gathered together for
about an hour, as they return to the days of their youth to play floor
hockey. In fact, some of the players are youths; there are teenagers
playing in this league. But what is most unusual is this recreational
floor hockey game has players competing against one another whose
ages span 18 to over 70.

How did it all start and how has it evolved to the present? The old-
est living player (still tending the nets today just like back in the 60’s -
well, not quite as agile as he was then) is Lyle Smordin. He claims that
the league began in the early 1960’s and, at that time, was a twice-a-
week league with set teams. It was so well organized that there was a
referee for the games and statistics were kept for goals and assists. All
that was missing was a trophy for the champs and scouts waiting to
sign up one of the young stars to a professional contract. It was very
competitive, so much so that there was more than the odd brawl,
sometimes settled on the floor and sometimes in the locker room. But,
for the most part, it was a very collegial group that played floor hock-
ey then and many deep friendships grew from that league. There are
probably a couple of hundred players at least who have taken to the
floor for floor hockey over this 50 year span. Who were they? Some
of them include Max Labovitch, Bob Akman, Sam Linhart, Richard
Bricker, Ed Cantor, Irv Averbach, Ray Turnbull (he did more than curl),
Jimmy Roy, Daniel Berthiaume (a former Winnipeg Jets goalie), Terry
Branustein (another ex-curling giant), Hersh Wolch, Brian Pauls,
Oscar Grubert, Friday Greenberg, Bill Brownstone (who played
almost as long as Gordie Howe), Harry Warren, Harold Kives,
Marshall Peikoff, Dave Loat, Jim Carson, Barry Steinfeld, Allan
Fineblit, Dan Krindle, Larry Booke, Moishe Kaufman, John Brownell,
David Fox, Jordan Farber, Joe Minuk, Lorne Nelko, and a cast of oth-
ers – even this writer. Some played for a long time while others had
shorter floor hockey careers.

Probably the two longest serving players are the septuagenarian Lyle
Smordin, and Larry Booke. Smordin, at 73, admits to not being the
same player he was at 37. But, he is there, ready to play and compete
hard with the best of them each week. It would be an interesting exer-
cise to calculate how many balls (a ball is used and not a puck with
plastic sticks – which hurts if you get hit on the shins) Lyle Smordin
has saved over the course of his floor hockey playing days; it is safe to
say that number is well into the thousands. After all, at about 20 saves
per week over even 40 weeks, that is about 800 a year. Multiply that

At Temple Shalom...
Guys Nite out! 

As part of our commitment to our Jewish community in Winnipeg some of the male
members of the Board of Directors of Temple Shalom Synagogue, with the full support of
the synagogue, are going to establish a men’s discussion group. Called ‘Guys Nite Out’,
the goal of this group is to create a space and place for men from all walks of Jewish life,
regardless of affiliation to any particular synagogue, or for those with no affiliation at all.
Just a group of guys, coming together to get to know each other, hang out and discuss a
variety of issues – both personal and professional, local and global – seeing what per-
spective being Jewish brings to that particular discussion. We need your input into how
this group evolves. This is your opportunity to speak up, for what it is that you want in a
group like this. It will take 5 minutes to complete the survey. Deadline for submissions is
April 30, 2011. The online link is : http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/F77P7JP

Attention parents and grandparents! Is there a child in your family who is 10 to 12
years old and you have begun to think about their B’Mitzvah? There will be an
Information Meeting at Temple Shalom, 1077 Grant Ave., on Sunday May 1 at 12:30
p.m. with Rabbi Karen Soria, Co-Presidents Ruth Livingston, Miral Gabor. Members and
non-members are welcome to attend.

• Friday Mar 25 at 7:30 p.m. Shabbat Peace Service: “ Peace With a Difference” A
musical service with its roots in both modern liturgical music and in the protest music
of the 60s, which is unfortunately still applicable to today’s world. Led by Ruth
Livingston and cantorial soloist Janet Pelletier-Goetze, with Phil Spevack, Isabel Cheer,
Phyllis Dana, Marshall Dana, Flo Oramasionwu, David Au, Sangeetha Nair and more!

• Friday Apr. 1 at 7:30 p.m. Shabbat Service lay led with Cantor Len Udow
• Friday Apr. 8 at 7:30 p.m. Shabbat Service with Rabbi Karen Soria
• Sat., Apr. 9 at 10:00 a.m. Torah Service with Rabbi Karen Soria and Cantor Len

Udow. There will be a B’Mitzvah during this service
• Sat., Apr. 9 at 4:00 p.m. Torah Study featuring the Joseph Chronicles led by Rabbi

Karen Soria. ALL are welcome!
• Sat., Apr. 9 at 7:30 p.m. Havdallah and Adult Ed. led by Rabbi Karen Soria. Topic

to be announced
• Fri. Apr. 15 at 8:00 p.m. Shabbat Service lay led by Alecs Chochinov with Cantor

Len Udow and the Friday Night Live Band. Cantor Len: vocals/guitar; Janet Pelletier
Goetze: vocals/piano/saxophone/clarinet; David Pelletier: drums; John Gosselin: bass.

• Fri., Apr. 22 at 6:15 p.m.: Community Seder and Pot Luck -ALL are welcome!
Please bring enough food for yourself plus 5 others (dairy or parve). Also, Please email
us at tshalom1@gmail.com or phone 453-1625 for a list of what to bring for the seder.
Other Events of Temple Shalom:

• Sunday Apr. 3 at 7 p.m. Rosh Hodesh for Women. For info and to register, contact
templeroshhodesh@gmail.com

• Crash Course in Reading Hebrew Level 1, Monday evenings. If you are interested,
please email: templeprez@gmail.com to register or for more information
Events being held at Temple Shalom

• Sat., Apr. 2 at 7:30 p.m. Grant Wilton Coffee House presents Singer/Songwriter
Don Amero with guest artist Zzajjazz. Tickets: $10. Please phone Phil at 488-0207

• Wed., Apr. 6 at 1:30 p.m. Health & Well Being. Topics of interest for 55+. “Balcony
Gardening” presented by St. Mary’s Nursery & Garden Centre. Free entrance & refreshments.

• Sat., Apr. 16 at 7:30 p.m. Grant Wilton Coffee House presents Bog River. Tickets
$10 through Phil at 488-0207

• TaiChiGong, an 8 week program of gentle exercise with physiotherapist Rebecca
Atkinson begins on Saturday, March 19th at 2:30 p.m. $10 drop in fee per session 

• Weight Watchers - Every Thursday afternoon and evening

Temple Shalom  
Is please to announce 

A new and segregated Jewish Cemetery 
Alternative as well as Traditional Jewish burial at

Bet Chaim…Mikdash Shalom
On the property of

Chapel Lawn Funeral Home
Proud to Serve in Your Community

4000 Portage Avenue
www.chapellawn.mb.ca

For information call  
453-1625 Temple Shalom

982-8108 Terri Hlady  Chapel Lawn

Senior Mens Field Hockey Champs (1970-71). Back Row: (left to
right) Brian Pauls, Max Cohen, Bob Akman, Moishe Kaufman, Jim
Roy, Roy Birnboim. Front Row: Oscar Grubert, Lyle Smordin, Max
Labovitch. Missing: Eddie Cantor, Les Allen, Sid Goldberg.

By

GERALD S POSNER

(Cont. on page 14. See “Gerald Posner”.)



“Show business is my life!” – Georgie
Jessel (1898-1983)

Does anyone out
there remember this
colorful Jewish per-
sonality? Dubbed
“the Toastmaster of
the United States”,
Georgie Jessel began
in vaudeville as a
singer and comedi-
an at age 10, work-

ing to support his family after his father died.
Achieving success in all facets of the enter-
tainment world, he worked as an actor and
producer in the movies, had his own radio
show in the 30’s and 40’s, and his own T.V.
show in the 50’s. It was Jessel who intro-
duced the singing Gumm Sisters to Chicago
vaudeville. When the audience laughed, he
reintroduced them as the Garland Sisters (sis-
ter Judy then went on to fame with her new
name!).

A natural raconteur, his colorful stories and
monologues made him the speaker of choice
at banquets and charitable functions across
the U.S. Jessel traveled the world to entertain

the troops and was a founder of the Friar’s
Club (a charitable group of his cohorts who
hold banquets to toast and “roast” an hon-
oree). He never retired from show biz and
late in life, once again became well known
for the eulogies that he wrote and performed
at the funerals of his Hollywood contempo-
raries.

Although our lives have been far from simi-
lar, I do feel a connection with Georgie Jessel
because show business has been a large part
of my life too. My performing career started
earlier than Jessel’s. My mother liked to tell
the story of how I sang opera at the age of
two. When friends or relatives would stop by,
they would be seated and treated to a concert
starring me and featuring my then five-year-
old brother, who would announce,
“Intermission. Jill has to go pishin!” Of
course, the crowd went wild. That was when
I knew that perform-
ing was in my blood.

At age four I
played a beet in the
kindergarten veg-
etable pageant. The
following year I gar-
nered the larger role
of a talking tree in
the forest. Ah, the
smell of the grease-
paint, the roar of the
crowd! Buoyed by
my obvious talent
and stage presence,
my mom signed me
up for all kinds of
after-school lessons
and activities. I took
drama and improv,
dance and puppetry,
and could give
mime Marcel
Marceau a run for
his money by the
time I was ten. I
loved show biz, and

thought that maybe, some day, like Georgie
Jessel, my name might appear in lights.

In those early years, I took advantage of
every performance opportunity. I joined
choirs, sang in talent shows and trod the
boards in school plays and summer camp
musicals. Then opportunity knocked when I
received a letter of application from The
School of Performing Arts (depicted in
“Fame”). Unfortunately, the combination of
its location in a bad neighborhood, plus
overly protective Jewish parents, meant lights
out on my theatrical dream. Undaunted, I
continued singing and dancing my way
through high school. After all, famous school
alumnae Simon and Garfunkel, Captain
Kangaroo and actress Ina Balin had made it,
so why couldn’t I?

University in the 60’s was a time of conflict
and coffee house concerts. I continued my
studies, but kept show biz options alive. I had
come a long way since my ‘’beet” days, sink-
ing my teeth into a myriad of opportunities. I
was miscast by Professor Buckley in several
period pieces put on by the Drama
Department (Do you think I look like a
blonde Greek goddess with a case of
Hysteria? - don’t answer that!). I fared better
in the musical, “Bye Bye Birdie”. Reviewers
called me, “A talented albeit zaftig Kim
MacAffee” (a result of too many cafeteria
french fries with gravy in the months before
show time!). From there I got caught up in the
folk music craze, the perfect genre for an era
of protest. I joined “We Five”, a group of tal-
ented musicians and singers who became a
campus sensation, earning a spot on CBC
TV’s “Hootenanny”. 

Then graduation and reality set in. “We
Five” went our separate ways, and I chose a
“day job”, teaching English and Theatre Arts
at a technical high school in London Ontario.
“Show Biz” was still in my life, but now I
“performed” as a drama and speech teacher,
play producer and director, and creator of the
weekly T.V. show from the in-school studio.

Marriage and motherhood may have altered
my career expectations, but since coming to
Winnipeg I have been afforded many oppor-
tunities to be “show-busy”.

Sure, I may never see my name in lights, but
I still have “gigs”. Why just this morning I
sang “Happy Birthday” to my grandson.
Georgie Jessel would be proud!
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Jill Brandes

FREE DELIVERYON ORDERSOVER $75E

New, Used & Rental Walkers, Scooters, Lift Chairs, Wheelchairs,
Bath Aides & Other Aides for Daily Living.

NEW PRIDE SCOOTERS AND LIFTCHAIRS

Mention this ad & receive 10% off 
the rental or purchase of any item

551 Osborne
453-6473

www.renewmobility.ca

Assistance for Passover Available

If individuals or families require assis-
tance in order to celebrate Passover - help
is available. Jewish Child and Family
Service acts as the central agency for the
collection and distribution of Passover
assistance to needy families. Contact
JCFS by phone or email (see accompany-
ing ad). Please be sure to indicate the size
of the family, ages, and if there are any
dietary restrictions.

PASSOVER ASSISTANCE
MOIS CHITIM

If you require assistance for Passover
please contact (no later than April 8, 2011)

477-7430
e-mail: jcfs@jcfswinnipeg.org

ALL CALLERS ARE ASSURED OF COMPLETE CONFIDENTIALITY

My start in show business began as a “beet” in kindergarten

ON THE FLIP SIDE

By

JILL BRANDES

A performance of "We Five" minus two (who
had just graduated ). Of course Jill is the one
in the middle - a logical progression from
her “beet”nik phase as a four year-old.

by 50 years and you reach 40,000. Those
are a lot of stops. Who knows about the
goals he let in? 

As for Booke, he likely has the distinc-
tion of being the Rady Centre’s version of Mario Lemieux in that he
retired from competitive play a few years ago for knee surgery. Yet,
even after a special ceremony for him with a lunch and a presenta-
tion, he came out of retirement to play again, this time on defence.
He still has that fiery desire to set up a goal just as he had before,
even if he can’t do it quite as easily.

The most notable feature of the group is that it has now evolved into
a real mixture of ages, and often the result of that fact is that the young-
sters end up playing against the old men. Now, while the oldies have
savvy and smarts on their side, what they lack is speed. The youth have
this commodity in spades. I can vouch for this fact since my neck gets
sore from turning my head watching these youngsters go around me.
The teams now have to be mixed up at least in a modest way so as to
balance the savvy with the speed. But, it is quite remarkable to see
how the different ages blend so well. It is a testament to this game, now
self regulated. There is a real passion for the weekly game. That fact is
crystal clear given that, for a few of the participants, their membership
at the Rady Centre is only used for floor hockey. At even 50 games a
year, that cost works out to about $10.00 per game. If you want to see
for yourself, just drop by any Tuesday at lunch. Better yet, get into the
lineup yourself. This league welcomes new players.

Gerry Posner
(Cont. from page 13.)

At age four I played a beet in the
kindergarten vegetable pageant. The
following year I garnered the larger
role of a talking tree in the forest.
Ah, the smell of the greasepaint,

the roar of the crowd!
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Four friends turn love for hockey into successful radio show
In 2010, radio station CFRW (1290 AM)

adopted an all-sports format. Four Jewish boys
from Winnipeg have been involved in produc-
ing a very popular weekly show focusing on
nothing but hockey.

When I reached exuberant spokesperson
Ezra Ginsburg, a former student of Kelvin High
School who holds an Arts degree from the
University of Winnipeg and a Creative
Communications diploma from Red River col-

lege, it occurred to me that the articulate 28-year-old was either high,
or high on life, or simply young and in love.

Actually, the latter, except no dream girl was involved; rather his
amour was an exciting new venture along with his three close buddies
who now are into big-time all-sports radio, at 1290 on your AM dial. 

The station, CFRW, on the air since 1963, was best known for its
popular morning and afternoon shows featuring Don Percy and
Raccoon Carney, with a music format featuring primarily songs from
yesteryear, dating back to the 50’s and 60’s.

With a changing demographic, the target audience was no longer to
be those who might appreciate the songs of Paul Anka, Roy Orbison,
Kay Starr or The Four Aces. Young people today get giddy on sports of
all variety at the pro level: baseball, basketball, soccer, football, and
hockey, plus the US and Canadian collegiate scene. 

Ginsburg, only one of the four lads, all 20-somethings, and not
wanting to hog the spotlight by any means, identified the other three
who are part of their Saturday morning program (9:00-Noon) known
as “The Illegal Curve Hockey Show”.

“Richard Pollock, a graduate of the University of Winnipeg
Collegiate, is the founder of Illegalcurve.com and is the lead analyst
on “The Illegal Curve Hockey Show” on Sports Radio 1290 AM while
I am co-analyst,” he explained. “He is never one to shy away from a
meaningful hockey debate. Richard is an astute observer and scholar
of the game who has contributed his voice to ‘Puck Prospectus’ and
ESPN among many others. (On a personal level) Pollock holds a law
degree from the University of North Dakota, and has a Political
Studies degree from the University of Manitoba. He currently works as
a lawyer for Evans Fraser Law Corporation.”

Ezra then moved on to Drew Mindell, who graduated from Joseph
Wolinsky Collegiate. “He is our host on the show and is a former
columnist for Illegalcurve.com (Cold Hard Rants). He is always forth-
right and loquacious on-air. He holds an advanced degree in Political
Studies from the U of M and is a former speechwriter for Liberal MP
Anita Neville in Ottawa. He currently works for Perth’s Dry Cleaners
in Winnipeg. 

The youngest of the quartet, at 24, is Michael Remis, who graduat-
ed from the University of Winnipeg Collegiate. Ezra describes him
thusly: “He is the on-line content producer for the 1290 AM hockey
show and is also a former contributor for Illegalcurve.com. Michael
brought The Illegal Curve Radio Show to “ustream.tv” and has been
responsible for the successful marketing of the show on iTunes and
Twitter. He holds a Commerce degree from the U of M and is cur-
rently employed by Price Waterhouse Coopers. Remis is enrolled in
the CA program.”

The show is the brain-child of the life-long Winnipeg friends who
initially started out with the hockey site on the internet. Using the con-
cept as a springboard, an agreement was reached to bring their talents
and opinions to Red River College’s radio station 92.9 KICK FM.
While the website remains, the radio show has continued unabated
since its inception and was re-branded first as “The Illegal Curve
Radio Show”, now as “The Illegal Curve Hockey Show.”

Not unlike most new endeavours, the boys’ beginnings were some-
what humble, but they were fuelled with the kind of youthful passion
that can, on occasion, lead to positive outcomes. “We’ve all been
huge hockey fans our entire lives (so much so) that we’ve travelled to
games in other cities.” Ginsburg said.

“Basically, how the radio show started was that we began a web site,
me and Pollock who actually had the idea. Richard was in North
Dakota studying law at the time. We started doing a pod cast and we
kind of just took our love of hockey and thought that why shouldn’t
we be doing this. We’re always talking about the guys on CBC.”

Between 2007 and 2009 Ezra, the only member of the group to earn
a degree in journalism at Red River College, now had access to the
institution’s radio station KICK-FM 92.9, and the hockey hotshots
were now on the airwaves. “We all played a part in starting the radio
show in our own way. We would have meetings on a weekly basis.
Richard and Drew developed some contacts; so they were more
responsible for getting guests and stuff like that. 

“For instance, my dad John, who is from Flin Flon, Manitoba, grew
up with Bobby Clarke (Hockey Hall of Famer ; now senior VP with the
Flyers) and we ended up getting in touch with him. Drew had a friend

who knew Patrick Sharp with Chicago and the show grew from there.
We were just guys who weren’t in the media and we kind of devel-
oped a name for ourselves.” 

Other prominent guests soon appeared on “The Illegal Curve
Hockey Show”, such as former Jets Kris King and Eddie Olczyk,
HNIC’s Ron MacLean and Kelly Hrudey, plus Theoren Fleury, and sev-
eral prominent broadcasters and writers.

Ezra also added that the website still exists, but that they don’t write
on it as much as they used to when they would update it every 10 or
15 minutes. 

“We had this goal of being the website that has the most hockey in
the world. Now we just kind of focus on the radio show.”

When Winnipeg’s all-sports station became a reality in the fall of
2010, Ginsburg and the guys adopted the premise that he who hesi-
tates is lost and, in Ezra’s words, “We pitched our show to Chris Brook,
the program director at 1290, and Chris Steven, who is on the board
of CHUM radio. We met with them on two different occasions and put
together a package, and they agreed to take us on.”

What now? The fellows are all basking in the limelight and, in
Ginsburg’s words, “All of us want it to go further. We’re going on 26
months now (since it all began) because it’s a passion for all of us.” 

The writer, a Jewish Winnipegger, is a former school teacher, and
covers football and hockey for Canadian Press and Broadcast News.

Keep in touch with Sporting Touch. Send news about Jewish sports
to Harvey Rosen, 360 Scotia Street, Winnipeg, Man., R2V 1W7, e-
mail: harv360@shaw.ca

Harvey Rosen

Mid-Town Ford invites you to join us at
Gray Academy of Jewish Education
Thursday, April 7th, 3:30 - 8:30 pm
for “Drive One 4 UR School”

Check out & test drivethe new Fords
Each test drive earns $20.00 from Ford

for the Graduating Class.

Bring a friend or two!

For more info contact Pam Vine at pvine@grayacademy.ca
or Lance Fridfinnson (Mid-Town Ford) @ 284-7650

1717Waverley
1-888-655-1021
mymidtownford.com

THE SPORTING TOUCH

By

HARVEY ROSEN

From left to right: MICHAEL REMIS, EZRA GINSBURG, RICHARD
POLLOCK, DREW MINDELL.
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Purim celebrations
Shaarey Zedek Sunday, March 19

9-year-old EMMA BERKOWITZ
talk about product placement!

11-year-old JESSIE
didn’t want to say whether he
was a Bedouin or an Israelite

wandering in the desert.

4-year-old 
NOAH TRACHTENBERG

a princess - just like her Baba Lynn

Rabbi LARRY PINSKER
holding 2 of his congregants

Part of the huge throng
at the Lubavitch Jewish
Learning Centre’s
Purim celebrations
Sunday, March 19
(More pictures from
Lubavitch on opposite
page.)



Etz Chayim 
Sunday, March 20

18-year-
old EZRA
L A Z A R
s imulates
the Conser-
vatives jug-
gling can-
didates in
Winnipeg
S o u t h
Centre

Lubavitch Jewish Learning Centre, Sunday, March 20
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Purim celebrations

e x o t i c ,  t r e n d y ,  h i g h  s t y l e ,  g r e a t  s e r v i c e

Happy
Passover

KENASTON VILLAGE
1857 GRANT AVE.

489-2260

w w w. a c a d e m y - f l o r i s t s . c o m

“ i m p r e s s  b e y o n d  w o r d s ”

247 Selkirk Ave. 582-2364

Serving Winnipeg since 1937

Happy Passover to the 
Jewish community 

from

Now carrying meat & Passover cheese

OLD COUNTRY BAKING & CATERING

598 Corydon Ave.
488-8188 or 7040

Wishing the community
a Happy Passover

We would like to welcome
Anita Tandon to our team.

She specializes in
 facials, threading,

massage and electrolysis

Shtetl girls LESLY KATZ (left) and 
TOMILLA GORODETSKAYA

(or are they a couple of Cockneys?
obviously the only two people alive

who liked “Yentl”)
LEAH MIRIAM HEID-
INGSFELD (all the way
from Australia, also
mother of Rabbi
BORUCH)

Mad Hatter lawyer
MARTIN GLAZER

(sporting the latest in
legal robes)

DEBBIE SELCH demonstrates
make-up techniques to a young
subject (Or was that face paint-
ing?)

Seniors GORDON STEINDEL
(left) and HOWARD KIDECKEL
demonstrate the Bernie Madoff
investment strategy (or, as it was
known here: The Crocus Fund)

Temple Shalom, Friday, March 18

Impressario & Shames
PHIL SPEVACK as
Haman begging peo-
ple to come to his cof-
fee houses

Cantor LEN UDOW as
Mordecai (wondering
why he ever left Fred
Penner)

ELLIOTT SAUNDERS
as a recycling bin

PATRICK ELAZAR as a
very intimidating King
Ahasveros



Further to Jewish War Veterans
As one of the WWII Veterans in attendance

at the Rady Centre I had the opportunity to
speak extemporaneously following the pre-
sentation of the panel which included such
heroes as Lloyd Friedman, DFC. However,
since I was misquoted in your edition of
March 9, 2011, I hope you will give me the
opportunity to set the record straight.

Firstly I did not serve with the R.A.F. in
Egypt. In fact, our crew was flying our aircraft
in transit to southeast Asia and we were held
up in Cairo for one week while our aircraft
underwent mechanical repairs. On entering
the lorry transporting our crew back to the air
base an unsavoury Egyptian addressed me
specifically with “goodbye and don’t come
back to Cairo - you English bastard”. I felt it
refreshing to be identified racially other than
as Jewish, particularly in a derogatory context
and I casually thanked him. I most definitely
did not share the Egyptian’s sentiments
towards the British as you had published.

Regarding my experience when my future
warbride and I had to travel from
Bournemouth to London in order to obtain
approval from the Beth Din for an orthodox
Jewish wedding, I was asked to prove that I
was Jewish. Producing my identity tags was of
no help because under religion Jewish ser-
vicemen had their religion documented as
“Other Denomination”. Fortunately Renee
had the foresight to bring along an Airletter
my mother had written to her mother in
Yiddish. I have to confess that the letter was
not addressed to me as I can’t read Yiddish.

I was not aware of the fact that Fritzi Telpner
was in the audience until she spoke to me
after the program. Her late husband, the pop-
ular newspaper columnist Gene Telpner, was
a navigator of an American bomber crew.
They were shot down over Germany on the
eighteenth combat mission and Gene was
captured after parachuting from the crippled
aircraft. He spent the rest of the war as a pris-
oner in Stalag Luft I. A few years ago I narrat-
ed a musical presentation at the Shaarey
Zedek Synagogue. The theme was “ The Story
Behind the Song” and it featured Mitch Parks
and vocalist Lucille Merritt. One of our sub-
jects was Irving Berlin and we managed to

sneak “White Christmas” into the program.
The song was written in 1942 and although it
had no military theme it quickly become the
GI anthem of longing and homesickness of
those serving abroad and it became the most
requested tune of all time. Gene and Fritzi
were honoured guests at our show and after-
wards Gene recounted that at times the Nazi
Commandant of their camp would have Bing
Crosby’s version of “White Christmas” played
over the PA system, no doubt because it
made the American prisoners sad and home-
sick. In fact, the song brought tears to the eyes
of most of the airmen including a Jewish boy
from Council Bluffs, Iowa - namely Gene
Telpner.

MAURICE SHNIDER

Universities should ban Israel
Apartheid Week

A year ago I phoned Premier Selinger’s
office and spoke to his special assistant,
about stopping Israel Apartheid week at our
universities.

Obviously this appeal did not work then
and it won’t work now.

I did explain how hurtful these anti-Semitic
actions are and how they affected Jewish
Manitobans and Holocaust survivors.

When Gary Doer was premier, these events
did not occur. With Greg Selinger in charge
they do.

In a Simon Wiesenthal book I read,
Wiesenthal explained how in the 1950s,
‘60s, ‘70s in Eastern Europe the former Nazis
became good communists and applied their
anti-Semitism to Israel, simply substituting
Israel for Jew in their propaganda.

I’ll add something to this. Simply substitute
Nazi for NDP and you will really see what is
going on here.

Come on Mr. Selinger stand up for Jewish
Manitobans. Tell the government funded uni-
versities not to allow Israel Apartheid week.

GERRY FINKL

Jewish Heritage Centre plays
invaluable role

I am writing first, to commend you for your
comprehensive and thoughtful coverage of

the recent Jewish Heritage Centre Event, a
tribute to Jewish war veterans. As someone
who worked on the oral histories for this
exhibit, and as a member of the Jewish com-
munity, I think it is great that so many people
turned out to honour the veterans and that
you personally recognized that they, too,
were once young and made sacrifices for the
next generation.

I would also like to take this opportunity to
point out to the Winnipeg Jewish community
that in the Jewish Heritage Centre of Western
Canada (JHCWC), we have a treasure that is
little known and not fully appreciated. The
Centre has experienced significant cutbacks
in funding, space and staffing in recent years. 

The JHCWC is the umbrella name for the
Jewish Historical Society, the Holocaust
Education Centre and the Jewish Museum of
Western Canada, which merged and moved
to the Asper Campus when it opened. Among
the functions performed by the Centre are the
maintenance of archives for all of western
Canada and the creation of a digital record of
all the Jewish cemeteries in Manitoba, a feat
not matched by larger groups, both Jewish
and non-Jewish, in Canada. The latter project
was carried out largely by volunteers. The
Centre receives many requests for informa-
tion about graves, both online, in person and
by phone. The Holocaust Education Centre
hosts many visiting school groups and plays a
large and valuable educational function.

Unfortunately, the former museum space
was reallocated to the daycare, and there is
now a hallway museum. While it is exposed
to more eyes, the space, and therefore the
scope of exhibits, is very limited. The pro-
gram and exhibits director would launch
much larger exhibits if he was given greater
resources, in terms of both space and
finances. Aside from the part-time office man-
ager, he is the lone staff member remaining.

It costs only $50 a year for a family mem-
bership in the JHCWC. Were each member of
our community to make this token commit-
ment, he or she would be contributing to
maintaining this valuable resource. Another
way to show support would be to volunteer at
the Centre on a regular basis, thus supple-
menting the efforts of the skeleton staff. 

CHANA THAU
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Letters

www.garrysdeli.com
e-mail: lisa@garrysdeli.com or stacey@garrysdeli.com

Ph: 947-9777
Free Delivery

Shops of Winnipeg Square
Call us to order your:
� Shiva Platters

or let us cater your:
� Office meetings & parties
� Holiday & Birthday parties
� Anniversaries  � Brisses

DONNA DIDUCH
B E A U T Y  S A L O N

1214 Pembina Highway

452-1281

Happy Passover to all our
friends and customers

Sheen hires Israeli bodyguards
and here’s something even more surprising: 

His mother is Jewish - which makes him....you guessed it!

(JTA) - Actor Charlie Sheen has hired
Israeli military veterans as round-the-clock
security guards. 

The guards were hired over the weekend
after a crazed fan broke into his home, sur-
prising Sheen and his entourage as they
relaxed by the pool, according to reports. 

David Pack of Kansas City, Kan., was
arrested for trespassing on March 10 at
night, shortly after police completed a raid
on Sheen’s home. 

Sheen was fired last week from his hit CBS sit-
com “Two and a Half Men” in the wake of a rant
against the show’s Jewish executive producer
that was called “borderline anti-Semitism.” The
series was not canceled, however. 

Warner Brothers said Sheen’s “statements,
conduct and condition prevented him from
performing his essential duties.” 

Sheen, in a radio interview Feb. 24 and in a
letter posted on the TMZ website, called “Two
and a Half Men” executive producer Chuck
Lorre a “contaminated little maggot,” said he
was a “clown” and “stupid,” and referred to
him several times as Chaim Levine. Lorre’s

given name is
Charles Michael
Levine. 

“By invoking tele-
vision producer
Chuck Lorre’s
Jewish name in the
context of an angry
tirade against him,
Charlie Sheen left
the impression that
another reason for
his dislike of Mr.
Lorre is his
J e w i s h n e s s , ”
Abraham Foxman, the Anti-Defamation
League’s national director, said in a state-
ment. “This fact has no relevance to Mr.
Sheen’s complaint or disagreement, and his
words are at best bizarre, and at worst, bor-
derline anti-Semitism.” 

Sheen has called on the ADL to apologize.
He also claims that he is Jewish because his
mother, actress Janet Templeton, is Jewish,
and that he is proud of it. 

CHARLIE SHEEN
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Passover Already?
Purim has not even

ended and the super-
markets here have
already put out their
Pesach products.
That’s my cue to
bring out the old
cookbooks and my
file of Pesach

recipes. Most of these recipes I clipped from
past Jewish Posts from many well known
Winnipeg bakers.  I also have a number of
Hadassah Passover  recipes booklets that
were given out  for many years in Toronto
supermarkets. It’s fun looking through the
ideas.  

Each year I  keep a journal of who came to
our seders and what was served. I look to see
how many boxes of matza we consumed and
what brands we tried.  Each year it is a study
to look where it is baked and where it is com-
ing from. 

For our friends that don’t eat wheat there is
a place in Scotland from which you can buy
a pound of oat matza for close to $40.00 a
box. It’s a click away on the internet. 

The wines are another area that requires
attention. How many bottles do we need so
everyone can fulfill the four cups and what
do our guests prefer: semi dry, sweet or grape
juice?

Even though I plan to have a nice selection
of baking, matzo buns and old family
favourites the same topic comment does
come up. “ I cannot stop thinking about the

foods we can’t eat”. It’s only a little over a
week. Just eight days. Why do companies go
to great lengths to create facsimiles of things
like pizza, cereal, noodles and even Passover
bagels. All the things we are not supposed to
eat. The answer of course is that consumers
will buy these products to make getting
through the week a bit easier.

Happy early baking

PASSOVER MUFFINS
SWEET OR SAVORY,

1/4 matza  cake meal,
1/4 cup potato starch

2 tbsp sugar
1/4 tsp salt
3 large eggs
1/2 cup pesach  veg-
etable oil

Preheat oven 350.
Grease or place
paper liners in muf-
fin pans.

In a large bowl
add the cake meal,
potato starch and
sugar and salt

In a small bowl
beat the eggs and oil
together

Add the dry ingre-
dients.

Add any additional
ingredients now.

Spon batter into
prepared muffin
pan, filling cups 2/3
full

Sprinkle muffin
with your choice of
topping

Bake 25 to 30 min-
utes until tops are
brown

VARIATIONS

For sweet muffins,
instead of 2 tbsp
sugar add 1/2 cup
plus one of the fol-
lowing.

1 tsp nutmeg, cin-
namon or  ginger, or
3/4 cup chopped
pecans, almonds,
walnuts or hazelnuts

Choose one of the
toppings: 1 tbsp cin-

namon sugar or 1 tbsp grated chocolate

For savory muffins  Add 1 tsp minced garlic
or onion or 1 tsp fresh chopped basil, thyme,
oregano.

Choose a topping   of Fresh chopped herbs
or 1 tbsp finely chopped nuts or 1 tbsp papri-
ka.

PESACH DOUBLE CHOCOLATE MUFFINS 
(DAIRY)

1/2 cup matza cake meal
6 tbsp potato starch
3/4 cup sugar
1/4 cup cocoa
1/4 tsp baking powder  ( kosher for Passover)
2/3 cup non fat plain yogurt
2/3 cup milk
1 egg, lightly beaten
1pkg. Vanilla sugar
1/2 to 1 cup chocolate chips

In a bowl place dry ingredients.
In a second bowl place  the milk, yogurt,

egg
Blend the two mixtures just until moistened.

Fold in chocolate chips
Place in well greased muffins tins or lined

paper cups
Bake 15 minutes at 400 or until muffins test

with a toothpick
Makes 12

FROM HADASSAH BOOKLET 2005
CHOCOLATE BERRY NUT TART

1 1/4 cup ground walnuts
1 cup ground pecans
3 tbsp parve Passover margarine melted
1/3 cup sugar
Semi sweet chocolate to taste
Strawberries and or raspberries

Make a crust using the nuts, margarine and
sugar

Mix the nuts sugar and margarine together
and press into a pie shell or a tart pan

Bake at 350 for 12 to 15 minutes or until
light brown. Cool

Melt chocolate. Brush on sides of cooled
tart crust. Arrange berries decoratively on
crust before chocolate hardens. Drizzle melt-
ed chocolate over berries.

Here is a nice and easy way to bake
EASY PEASY APPLE COFFEE CAKE

1 box Passover coffee cake mix
( if you want a larger cake to be made in a
tube pan or spring form pan,  use 2 to 3 boxes
of the coffee cake mix and double the apple
amount )
2 apples such as granny smith, peeled cored
and sliced thin
1 tsp cinnamon mixed with 1/4 cup sugar (or
less)

Preheat oven 350
Follow directions on the cake box.
I use the springform pan for easy removing
Combine the sliced apples with the cinna-

mon / sugar mixture
Place half the batter in  the greased pan
Place the apple mixture evenly on top
Cover with remaining topping
Bake for 50 minutes or when the cake tests

done
Cool completely before removing from pan

Recipes

At Safeway, you’ll find a wide variety of fresh flowers and 
plants for all occasions. Why not pick up a lovely spring floral 

arrangement for your home for Passover?

HAPPY PASSOVER!

VISIT THESE SAFEWAY LOCATIONS FOR ALL
YOUR KOSHER NEEDS:

Safeway carries a variety of specialty items to help you create the
perfect holiday meal. Visit the Safeway nearest you for all your

Kosher needs including Kosher for Passover Lucerne Dairy Product.

Celebrate Passover
April 18th - 26th

By

FRANCINE TELLER



By BERNIE BELLAN
“Even these days the future

is not what it used to be.” -
quote from Prof. David
Menashri’s grandmother.

Talk about great sound-bites
- a lecture given by Tel Aviv
University Professor David
Menashri to a University of
Manitoba Political Studies
class on Tuesday, February 8,
was full of them.

Menashri is the Founding
Director for Iranian Studies at
Tel Aviv U. He is currently a
visiting lecturer at Oxford
University in England.

Fluent in Farsi and Arabic,
Menashri has lived in Iran
(although not since 1979, just
before the Iranian
Revolution), and is considered one of the world’s foremost experts on
Iranian affairs.

His talk was titled “Iran: Domestic Challenges and Regional
Ramifications”. Although he gave no startling revelations about the
current Iranian scene, Menashri did offer a somewhat different per-
spective than one is generally accustomed to hearing.

For instance, at one point he admitted that “had I been an Iranian
citizen in 1979, I might have joined the Islamic movement.”

Shifts in Iran since 1979
Menashri laid out a detailed analysis of the shifts that have taken

place in Iran since 1979, all the while noting that Iran is not a mono-
lith, and that the influence of the Iranian Revolution can be seen in
current developments throughout the Arab world.

The goal of any revolution, Menashri explained, is to “maintain
power” and to bring about a radical change in society. To that end, he
said, the Iranian Revolution has been successful.

For the people of Iran, however, the revolution was all about “wel-
fare and freedom”, Menashri noted. By that standard, therefore, the
revolution has failed miserably, although it has succeeded in creating
“an impressive degree of stability”, he said.

Interestingly, in discussing the various phases through which the rev-
olution has gone, Menashri noted that originally it was very much led
by “liberal intellectuals” who welcomed the return of the Ayatollah
Khomeni. In fact, the period from 1997-2005, when Mir-Hossein
Mousavai was President of Iran, was a particularly liberal era in Iran’s
history (relatively speaking – Menashri noted that Mousavi, leader of
Iran’s “green” movement, is also violently anti-Israel). 

Yet, while the subsequent election of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in
2005 has resulted in the most “radical” government Iran has ever
experienced, Menashri remains optimistic about the ultimate future of
Iran.

“The people of Iran will help change the policy of this regime,” he
suggested. “I think ultimately the young people of Iran will bring about
that change.”

Optimistic about upheaval in Arab world
Continuing to develop that thesis, Menashri went on to explain why

he is also optimistic about the current upheaval in so many parts of the
Arab world. “The people of the Middle East are capable of bringing
about change,” he declared. “Two hundred years after the French

Revolution, it (the
French Revolution)
has been success-
ful.”

“A revolution has
to be capable of
adapting to reali-
ties,” he explained.
As for the Iranian
Revolution, the
“movement is only
32 years old,”
Menashri noted. “It’s
too early to predict”
its final outcome, he
suggested.

In terms of the
broader picture in
the Middle East,
Menashri also point-

ed to the influence that the Algerian Revolution in the late 1950’s and
early 1960’s, during which the Algerian people were successful in
forcing the French colonizers to leave, had over contemporary trends. 

“The Iranian Revolution of 1979 was heavily influenced by the vic-
tory of the Algerians
over the French in
the 1960’s,”
Menashri explained.

Similarly, the
“Egyptian people
followed the situa-
tion in Iran,” he
noted. “Young peo-
ple are fighting for
two main issues:
‘bread and welfare’
– the same as in
Iran,” Menashri stat-
ed.

As far as broader
trends in the Middle
East are concerned,
Menashri suggested
there has been a
continuing “decline
of the Arab world”.

“It’s not the ‘Arab’
Middle East any
more,” he argued.

“Where was the
‘Arab policy’ when
Iraq was invaded in
2003?” he asked.
Iran, Turkey, Israel –

all non-Arab
The three most

powerful players in
the region now are
all non-Arab,
Menashri suggested:
“Iran, Turkey and
Israel”.

“People ask me
about the ‘Arab-
Israel’ conflict,” he
said.

“I say: ‘What Arab-
Israel conflict? The
two leading coun-
tries” acting against
Israel now are Iran
and Turkey,
Menashri claimed.

Yet, insofar as
Iran’s enmity
towards Israel is
c o n c e r n e d ,
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Tel Aviv University professor says:
“There is freedom of expression in Iran – the problem is there is no freedom after expression”

PROFESSOR DAVID
MENASHRI: “The Iranian
nuclear program is the
world’s problem and I think
the world should take steps
to solve the problem.”

(Cont. on page 22.
See “David
Menashri”.)

MAHMOUD AHMADINEJAD:
his election has resulted in the
most “radical” government Iran
has ever experienced.

MIR-HOSSEIN MOUSAVAI,
leader of Iran’s “green” move-
ment, is also violently anti-
Israel.



Menashri suggested that, “for Iran, Israel
is not the main enemy. Their main
enemy is ‘Western culture’,” he claimed.
“Islam is the future ideology of

mankind” in the view of the Iranian revolutionaries who are now in
control of that country, Menashri noted.

In this view, “Iran benefits from its struggle with Israel: If you want
to be the leader of the Arab world” (despite the fact Iran is not Arab),
it pays to “play with this symbol of the flag of Jerusalem,” Menashri
explained.

Sadaam Hussein was well aware of the hold that Israel-bashing has
over the Arab world, Menashri noted.
“When he invaded Iran” (which, geo-
graphically was to the east of Iraq),
Sadaam Hussein exclaimed: “The road to
Jerusalem goes through Iran!” (although
Jerusalem is to the west of Iraq).

Yet, in Menashri’s view, Iran is not quite
so dangerous a threat to Israel as many Israeli politicians would have
us believe. “I don’t think Iran will use nuclear weapons” against Israel,
he suggested. “They aren’t stupid.”

“Because I don’t think the Iranian nuclear threat is a problem” sole-
ly for Israel, Menashri went on to say, “I don’t think it should be solved
by Israel.”

“The Iranian nuclear program is the world’s problem and I think the
world should take steps to solve the problem,” he said.

Menashri suggested three solutions to dealing with the Iranian
nuclear program: “An American-led solution” – the U.S. can take the
lead in exerting “moral” pressure on Iran by, for example, withdraw-
ing ambassadors from Iran (something, Menashri suggested, would
not be ignored by the Iranian regime).

Secondly, there should be a “Middle East-made solution”, Menashri
stated. “It is the duty of Arab countries and Israel together to solve this
problem.” On this point, however, Menashri is sure to anger many
right-wing Jews, because he suggested that “if you want to weaken
Iran, solve the Palestinian problem.”

Thirdly, Menashri predicted that “the people of Iran will help change
the policy of this regime. I think ultimately the young people of Iran
will help bring about change,” he claimed.

Menashri was also not pessimistic about the nature of the future rela-
tionship between the United States and Israel. While America’s pri-
mary interest in the region is “oil”, he admitted, “if Americans ask
themselves who is the only solid ally that we can trust to remain
democratic in the Middle East, it’s Israel,” he claimed.

“Israel is a long-term reliable ally” for America, according to
Menashri.

And while emerging power Turkey “has gone more and more toward
the East and Islam,” he noted, “that’s partly because of the policy of
the West”.

“Turkey wasn’t admitted to the West because of Islam,” he
explained. Yet, Turkey and Iran represent a totally different version of
Islam.”

In the long run, Menashri predicted, “it will be very difficult for two
countries struggling for hegemony in the Middle East to remain
friends.”

Young people in Mid East will bring about change
As evidence of his belief in the ultimate ability of the young people

of Iran to help foment this change, Menashri pointed to several indi-
cators: “Internet use in Iran is the largest in the Middle East,” he said.

Also, “women are a major force for change” in Iran, Menashri noted.
“Sixty per cent of university students in
Iran are women,” he noted. At the same
time though, Menashri admitted that
“women are also the main victims of
change.”

Turning to the youth-led movement in
Egypt, Menashri pointed to one of its most

obvious handicaps: “They know what they don’t want, but they don’t
know what they want.”

Yet, insofar as the current ferment in the Arab world worries Israelis
and their supporters elsewhere, Menashri suggested that much of that
worry is misplaced.

“We are witnessing a new era in the Middle East,” he declared.
“Their dream is not the destruction of the State of Israel. What’s going
on in the Middle East is domestic.”

European anti-Semitism and xenophobia are linked, report finds
BERLIN (JTA) - Anti-Semitism and other forms of xenophobia are

closely linked among Europeans, and Hungarians and Poles are the
most likely to hold extreme anti-Semitic views, according to a new
report. 

The report, “The State of Intolerance, Prejudices and Discrimination
in Europe,” was released March 11 in the framework of a conference
by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation, a think tank associated with the
Social Democratic Party in Germany. The foundation commissioned
the new evaluation of a 2008 survey by researchers at the University
of Bielefeld of about 1,000 people in eight European countries:
Germany, Poland, Holland, Great Britain, Italy, Hungary and Portugal. 

Asked whether they agree with the statement that “Jews have too
much influence in my country,” 69.2 percent of Hungarians and 49.9
percent of Poles agreed. The lowest levels were in Holland, with 4.6
percent agreeing. Germany, with 19.6 percent, was in the middle,
sociologist Beate Kuepper told JTA in a telephone interview. 

Kuepper, Andreas Zick and Andreas Hoevermann evaluated the data
for the foundation. 

Scientists found that those with anti-Semitic tendencies also were like-
ly to be xenophobic against other minority groups, including Muslims,
as well as resentful of homosexuals and women, Kuepper said. 

Kuepper said she
was most surprised
by the fact that
Germany’s level of
anti-Semitism was
about average, given
the strong public
message against
a n t i - S e m i t i s m ,
including the
emphasis on
Holocaust educa-
tion. 

She also said that
the results for Poland
bore out those of
previous studies,
which show that reli-
gious-based anti-
Semitism is extreme-
ly high there, at 70
percent. 

Researchers find,
she said, that “lots of
Poles will agree”
with the statement
that Jews today can
be blamed for the
death of Jesus,
“whereas in the
Netherlands people
would jump out of
the phone if you ask
them something like
that.”
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“The Iranian nuclear program is the
world’s problem and I think the world

should take steps to solve the problem.”
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Music ‘N Mavens concert series concludes
with 19-year-old piano sensation

By REBECA
KUROPATWA

The 13th annual
Music ‘N Mavens
concert series,
which ran from Jan.
11 to March 10,
wrapped up with its
finale concert, fea-
turing 19-year-old
pianist, Daniel
Tselyakov.

The concert took
place from 2-3 p.m.
on March 10 at the
Berney Theatre,
Rady JCC.

“It’s a little bitter-
sweet today,
because this is the
last performance of
the Music ‘N
Mavens 2011
series,” said Karla
Berbrayer, producer
of Music ‘N Mavens
series. “I’ll miss seeing your wonderful faces,
but look forward to welcoming you back in
2012.” 

Berbrayer disclosed that Tselyakov’s family
just received notice that Pinchas Zukerman
has accepted Tselyakov into the National Arts
Centre in Ottawa, news that was warmly
applauded by the audience.

Tselyakov was born into a musical family in
1992. He began his piano studies at the age
of five through his parents. His father,
Alexander Tselyakov, is a distinguished
pianist and professor of piano at Brandon
University. And, his mother, Alla Turbanova,
is a piano teacher at the E-G Conservatory. 

Currently, Tselyakov is studying under Dr.
Michael Kim, dean and professor of piano at
Brandon University. 

By the age of 14, Tselyakov performed
Chopin Piano Concerto No. 2 as a soloist
with the Penderecki String Quartet and a
world premiere performance of Canadian
composers Jim Hiscott’s “Amador” and
Randolph Peters’ “Intrada.” 

Tselyakov is the youngest musician ever to
be invited as a guest artist with the Virtuosi
Concert Series, as well as a soloist for the
Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra, Canadian
Sinfonietta, Winnipeg Symphony Chamber
Orchestra, and San Luis Potosi Symphony
Orchestra. He has performed with many dis-
tinguished musicians and won numerous
scholarships, trophies, and awards locally
and nationally. 

The first piece Tselyakov performed at the
March 10 concert was Mozart’s Piano Sonata
in A Minor (1 mvm), Mozart’s first of two
minor sonatas. 

In his introduction, Tselyakov said, “Mozart
was very close with his sister and mother, and
when his mother passed away it was very
hard on him. 

“I’ve read some of Mozart’s diaries, letters
he wrote to his mother. And, when you think
of classical times, you think of elegance, the
waltz. You wouldn’t imagine fart jokes would
appear in Mozart’s letters...as something
you’d say to your mother. I was pretty
shocked, thinking, ‘Is this really Mozart?’”

Next, Tselyakov played Alexander
Scriabin’s Etude Op. 42, No. 5 and Franz
Liszt’s Transcendental Etude No. 8 in C Minor
(Wilde Jagd). 

“These are two completely different
sonatas,” said Tselyakov. “Scriabin is very
personal, himself, sheltered, sometimes neu-
rotic. Liszt (it’s actually his 200th birthday)
was a pianist who always got the girls back
then – quite a rock star (the opposite of
Scriabin who kept to himself). Nevertheless,
they were both geniuses. Scriabin’s tune is
very unsettling, like he doesn’t know what he
wants to do.”

In conclusion, Tselyakov performed Sergey
Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto No. 2, Op. 16 in
G Minor (Andantino, Scherzo) and finale. 

“Prokofiev is my favourite composer along
with Beethoven,” said Tselyakov. “When I
first heard this concerto a few years ago, I just
knew I had to play it. He changed the philos-
ophy of piano playing, blending tradition
with something new. 

“He’s absolutely barbaric, just whacking
the keys, machine-like...When I told my dad
I wanted to play Prokofiev’s piece, he was
like ‘no way,’ as it’s one of the most difficult
concertos to play.”
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DANIEL TSELYAKOV has been accepted by Pinchas Zuckerman into
Ottawa’s National Arts Centre.

KARLA BERBRAYER said “It’s a little bitter-
sweet today, because this is the last perfor-
mance of the Music ‘N Mavens 2011 series.”



Israel seizes ship carrying weapons for Gaza
JERUSALEM (JTA) - Israel’s Navy intercepted a ship bound for Egypt

that the Israeli military said was smuggling weapons for use by terror
organizations in the Gaza Strip.

The Liberia-flagged cargo ship Victoria was seized March 15 in the
Mediterranean Sea 200 miles west of Israel.

“The various weaponry on board the vessel was intended for the use
of terror organizations operating in the Gaza Strip,” the Israel Defense
Forces said in a statement.

There were “tons” of concealed weapons, Haaretz reported, citing
the IDF. The crew did not appear to be aware of the weapons stash,
according to reports.

The German-owned ship had left from Turkey’s Mersin port and was
headed for Egypt’s Alexandria port; it originated in Syria. Turkey is not

tied to the incident,
the IDF said.

The Navy brought
the ship in to Israelís
port at Ashdod for
further inspection,
and there was no
resistance from the
crew, according to
the IDF.

Prime Minister
B e n j a m i n
Netanyahu, com-
menting on the
ship’s seizure during
a visit to Israelís
South, said he
approved of the
Navy’s interception
of the Victoria.

“We had a solid
basis that on board
the ship was
weaponry destined
for use against
Israel,” he said.
“ C o n s i d e r a b l e
weaponry, which
was destined for ter-
rorist forces in the
heart of Gaza, was
found on board the
vessel. The operation
was carried out at
sea in accordance
with all international
rules. The weaponry
originated in Iran,
which is trying to
arm the Gaza Strip.”

Israel has seized
ships carrying
weapons to Gaza in
the past. In 2003,
the Israeli military
seized the Karine A,
which was carrying
50 tons of missiles,
mortars, rifles and
ammunition to the
Gaza Strip.
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New Testament-quoting rabbi 
a leader in combating Christian 
missionary efforts against Jews

By MYRON LOVE 
For a rabbi, Tovia Singer’s

encyclopedic knowledge of
the New Testament is impres-
sive – as the Jerusalem-based
rabbi demonstrated during
his two presentations at
Limmud on the weekend of
March 12 and 13.

It is important for Singer to
be able to quote chapter and
verse from the New
Testament because one of his
primary focuses as a rabbi is
on combating Christian mis-
sionary efforts targeting Jews.

In his first presentation at
Limmud on Saturday
evening, he outlined just how
successful these Christian
missionary efforts have been.
“Over the last 40 years, we
have lost a quarter of a mil-
lion Jews to Christianity in
North America alone,” he
reported. “The Evangelical
movement spent $300 mil-
lion on Jewish evangelizing
in the last year alone.”

Singer noted that the danger to the Jewish community comes not
from the mainstream Christian Churches (the Catholics, Anglicans and
Episcopalians who don’t engage in that kind of activity any more) or
even such overt missionary groups such as “Jews for Jesus”. Rather, the
most successful approaches come from a co-worker or a college
roommate approaching Jews who are not well grounded in Jewish
knowledge and tradition.

And the approach is not
generally straightforward. “In
1972, a large number of
Evangelical Christians gath-
ered in Lausanne,
Switzerland, to try to deter-
mine why efforts to convert
the Jews had been so unsuc-
cessful over the past 250
years,” Singer said. “They
came to the conclusion that
they had a public relations
problem. Most Jews equate
Christianity with a history of
persecution. Christian sym-
bology makes most Jews
uncomfortable.

“They also came to the con-
clusion that most Jews don’t
want to stop being Jewish. So they came up with a new technique
which emphasizes Jesus’ Jewishness and re-interpreted Jewish rituals
and holidays in Christian terms. The message is that you can become
a Messianic Jew. You can worship Jesus without giving up any of your
Jewish traditions.”

Singer quoted liberally from an Evangelical manual on how to go
about converting Jews.

Why has it always been so important for Christians to convert the
Jews? Singer explained that there are two reasons.

While Christianity is of no importance to Judaism, the Old Testament
is the foundation of Christianity, Singer said. In the Christian view,
Christianity was supposed to supercede Judaism. As long as the Jews
refuse to accept Jesus, then Christianity’s very legitimacy remains in
question.

The other factor – which gives efforts to convert the Jews more
urgency – is the Evangelical belief that “The Second Coming” is very
near. One of the signs was the rebirth of Israel as a Jewish homeland.
“The Second Coming” can’t be realized until all Jews accept Christ.

The best way to fend off Christian missionary activity, Singer said, is
for Jewish parents to make sure that their children receive a strong
Jewish education – reinforced by Jewish camping experiences and
programs such as Birthright.

RABBI TOVIA SINGER: “Over the
last 40 years, we have lost a quarter
of a million Jews to Christianity in
North America alone.”

“They also came to the con-
clusion that most Jews don’t
want to stop being Jewish.

So they came up with a new
technique which emphasizes

Jesus’ Jewishness and re-
interpreted Jewish rituals
and holidays in Christian

terms. The message is that
you can become a Messianic
Jew. You can worship Jesus
without giving up any of
your Jewish traditions.”
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When early Jews
and Christians inter-
preted the Bible,
they were trying to
get the holy book to
conform to their
own religious tradi-
tional convictions,
Dr. Martin Lockshin,

a professor in the Department of Humanities
and Jewish Studies at York University in
Toronto, said during an interview prior to a
lecture – “The Dangers of the ‘Plain
Meaning’: Reading the Bible in Medieval
Europe” – he gave at the University of
Manitoba on March 14.

“If traditional Jews weren’t eating milk and
meat together, there was a desire to find that
meaning in the Bible,” he explained.

“So, they’d find a verse close to that, such
as ‘Don’t boil a baby goat in its mother’s
milk.’ So, they would say that it shows you
shouldn’t eat milk and meat together.”

Dr. Lockshin’s lecture, which was spon-
sored by the Judaic Studies Program and the
Department of Religion in cooperation with
Limmud Winnipeg, was made possible with
the generous support of the Dean of Arts and
the Marion Bookbinder Fund of the Jewish
Foundation of Manitoba, notes provided
information.

Dr. Lockshin, 59, who received his PhD
from Brandeis University, explained that
some Jews and Christians in the 12th century
began to take an interest in the Bible’s “plain
meaning,” rather than following the ways hal-
lowed religious traditions had interpreted the
Biblical text. 

“Not surprisingly, other people found this
dangerous,” he said during an interview prior
to his talk at the U of M.

“It was a break with a tradition of one thou-
sand years of the Jews reading the Bible. As
far back as the second century A.D., we see
that Jews are reading the Bible to have it con-
form to the practise of Judaism.”

Dr. Lockshin, who also was ordained as an
Orthodox rabbi at Yeshivat Mercaz Harav
Kook in Israel, noted that there was a whole
school of Western European Jews and
Christians in the 12th century, who went back
“to the words,” even if it brought them to a
different conclusion than what had been
accepted till then.

“I’ve always been fascinated by this idea of
people who are traditional, observant and
pious, but they’re willing to think indepen-
dently in ways that don’t go along with tradi-

tions,” he observed.
“So, their actions are traditional, but their

thoughts are innovative.”
There are two models that are easier to

understand, according to Dr. Lockshin: 1)
“Here is what tradition says, and I will con-
tinue to interpret the Bible the same way Jews
have always done so; 2) I don’t like the way
Jews interpreted the Bible in part, so I will
rebel against Jewish tradition and discard it.”

But, what he is most fascinated by is Model
number three – the model of Rashbam (c.
1085 – c. 1158), born Shmuel ben Meir – a
leading French Tosafist and grandson of
Rashi, notes Wikipedia – the free encyclope-
dia.

(“Rashbam earned a living by tending live-
stock and growing grapes, following in his
family tradition,” the online material says.
“Known for his piety, he defended Jewish
beliefs in public disputes that had been
arranged by church leaders to demonstrate
the inferiority of Judaism.”)

“He had a great respect for traditional
Judaism, but he still felt he was allowed to
interpret Biblical text in a new and different
manner than the traditional interpretation,”
explained Lockshin, who also led workshops
– “Is Modern Hebrew Really Hebrew?” and
“Beyond the Letter of the Law” – at Limmud
Winnipeg (Jewish
Learnfest), March
12-13, at the Asper
Jewish Community
Campus.

“I am attracted to
Rashbam’s point of

view because I am a traditional Orthodox
rabbi, who supports traditional Jewish law.
But, I also like new and innovative thinking
about Jewish text. I am also interested in the
way that some of these free-thinking rabbis
were attacked for their thinking by more old
fashioned rabbis.”

By the 13th and 14th centuries, this kind of
plain meaning of scriptural interpretation had
(mostly) ceased, he added.

“But, now this kind of model of interpreta-
tion has come back to life,” Dr. Lockshin
acknowledged.

“I see this as a positive thing. In Israel today
there is an exciting new school of Bible inter-
pretation and people call it ‘’Bible at eye
level’ because you look straight at it.”
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Biblical scholar explains how 12th Century led to biblical re-interpretation

By

MARTIN ZEILIG

Alaska Airlines detains passengers over tefillin
(JTA) - An Alaska Airlines flight crew issued a security alert after

three Mexican Orthodox Jews began praying with tefillin. 
The flight attendants, who were concerned by the prayers being

said aloud in Hebrew and the unfamiliar boxes with leather straps
hanging from them, locked down the cockpit and radioed a securi-
ty alert ahead to Los Angeles International Airport. 

The flight originated Sunday in Mexico City. It was met at the Los
Angeles airport by fire crews, foam trucks, FBI agents, Transportation
Security Administration personnel and police, according to Reuters. 

The men were escorted from the plane and questioned, then
released to catch connecting flights with no charges filed. 

The mistake follows an incident in the United States in January
2010, when a US Airways flight from New York to Louisville was
diverted to Philadelphia after a 17-year-old passenger’s tefillin were
mistaken for a bomb. 

In December, the captain of an interisland ferry in New Zealand
radioed to security personnel that a passenger was carrying an
object that looked like a bomb. Police detained an Israeli and three
other passengers in that incident. 

DR. MARTIN LOCKSHIN: “I’ve always been
fascinated by this idea of people who are tra-
ditional, observant and pious, but they’re
willing to think independently in ways that
don’t go along with traditions.”



Taub, Gaudi. The Settlers and the Struggle
over the Meaning of Zionism. Yale University
Press, 2010.
Review by STAN GOLDMAN

If anyone reading this review is of the opin-
ion that the religious settlers of the West
Bank are the modern heirs to the original
Zionism, they ought to read Professor Gaudi
Taub’s book, The Settlers and the Struggle
over the Meaning of Zionism. 

Yes, the religious settlers have made great
sacrifices for Israel out of proportion to their
numbers; and yes they have been dedicated
to achieving a higher good for the Jewish
people (at least for the true believers) by pio-
neering the historic Jewish lands of the West
Bank. Their new Zionism, however
embraced a defiant attitude towards and
contempt for the supremacy of the Jewish
democratic State of Israel, a state which has
gone to great pains to value their religiosity
along with other minorities who enjoy voting
rights and equality under the law.

Taub, who is Assistant Professor School of
Public Policy, Hebrew University of
Jerusalem points out that there was a tug-of-
war as to which authority would prevail
amongst the settlers in the occupied territo-
ries: laws made by secular, democratic
Zionists of Israel at whom they sneered and
denigrated as “empty, materialistic, lazy and
nihilistic”, or the religious law as interpreted
by the settlers’ rabbinical leadership, 

Their rabbis told settlers that they were on a
religious mission: they had divine authority to
redeem the land of Judea and Samaria, to
possess, protect and farm forever this land
which G-d-gave to the Jewish people as their
heritage. Some of their rabbis claimed that
this divine right is greater and higher than that
of the State of Israel, higher even than the
value of human life. (The Supreme Court of
Israel disagreed with them). 

In the West Bank, beyond the Green Line
today we do not have Israeli democracy, says
Taub. Jewish settlers have most, if not all the
rights, and a Palestinian Muslim majority has

few, if any. This central flaw in their religious
Zionistic vision – their unwillingness to antic-
ipate a struggle for democratic rights in the
West Bank – has led to settlers’ downfall, says
Taub. Indeed, their very presence in the West
Bank has become a political liability to the
State of Israel. 

The settlers found value in Israeli democra-
cy only insofar as they could manipulate the
system to their own advantage, says Taub.
They often defied the laws of the civil society
of Israel against establishing settlements, and
were undeterred by judgements from courts
of international law that ruled that their set-
tlements were illegal. They became political
lobbyists, throwing their support behind
politicians like Menachem Begin and Ariel
Sharon, who hugely expanded settlements.

When the Israeli Supreme Court rejected
Religious Zionism’s claim that their divine
right to own land in the West Bank was high-
er than property rights of the Palestinians, the
Settlers’ leaders had to climb off their moral
high ground and re-tool the image of
Religious Zionism. Settlements must stay,
they said, because they were a security buffer
against Palestinian or Arab invasion. But set-
tlements proved to be no security barrier to
the Iraqi missile bombardment, and the reli-
gious Zionists’ claim to the land began to
look desperate. The Intifada raised the issue
that Palestinians under the occupation were
being denied their civil rights, and the settlers
were characterized as oppressors. Americans
called for the settlers to withdraw. This is the
point at which negotiations began with Yasser
Arafat for a territorial compromise. Faced
with eviction from the West Bank and Gaza,
the settlers re-invented themselves again:
they asserted that they were ordinary, com-
mon Israeli citizens with “democratic rights”.

Settlers were happy when Yasser Arafat
walked away from a territorial deal; but a
brutal realization struck the government of
Prime Minister Itzhak Rabin and Ariel Sharon
after him. Arafat was stalling for time. He
knew that Israel was caught in a dilemma:
either give the Palestinians Israeli citizenship,
or get out of the West Bank and give the
Palestinians their state. Both were terrible
choices.

To order the Settlers to withdraw from the
occupied territories would be a truly heart-
wrenching decision that would involve dislo-
cation of hundreds of thousands of Jewish
people, many of them religious settlers tena-
ciously attached to the land. Giving

Palestinians the democratic rights of Israeli
citizens, on the other hand would be a cata-
strophe, according to Taub. The voting Arabs
would soon outnumber Jews and the Jewish
character of the state of Israel would be over-
whelmed and lost.

Asking the Israeli Supreme Court to grant
settlers the same rights which they had
denied the Palestinians was, according to
Taub, “a desperate but cynical tactic for self-
preservation.” Their leaders claimed that set-
tler homes in the occupied territories were
necessary for state security, as citizens of
Israel they had a “moral right” to the land and
the state couldn’t violate their human rights
by forcing them to evacuate. 

The Supreme Court of Israel rendered the
following judgement, in Taub’s words:

“You cannot justify settlement because crit-
ical national interests override private rights,
and then object to evacuation because pri-
vate rights override critical national interests.
Not only is there no moral ground on which
to justify occupation in the name of human
rights, but there is no legal ground either…
National interests…[ override] the property
rights of individuals.”

The ensuing non-violent evacuation of
Gaza demonstrated the angst of a generation
that felt misled and betrayed by their leaders
who told them that G-d would never allow
the settlements to disappear. Equally, it sig-
nalled the acceptance by their leadership that
they had lost their battle with secular
Zionism, that Israeli sovereign law stood
above settlements, and that perhaps the State
of Israel served a higher and greater good for
the Jewish people. Finally, Religious Zionist
leadership had to stop telling their followers
that G-d gave the land to Jews in perpetuity.

Inevitably, some zealots among the reli-
gious settlers resorted to terrorism. They were
angered by murders of Jewish Yeshiva stu-
dents by Palestinian terrorists in Hebron.
Their greatest rage and frustration, however
was directed at being forced to give up land
which was the birthright of the Jewish people,
land which religious Zionists had reclaimed
from the Sinai desert with blood, sweat and
tears. As part of the peace deal with Egypt,
the religious settlement of Yamit had to be
evacuated.

This was the last straw for Dr. Baruch
Goldstein, a settler from the religious kibbutz
of Kiryat Arba near Hebron, who went on a
suicide mission to the Cave of Patriarchs, one
of the holiest sites in Judaism and Islam. The
resulting shooting spree and massacre of
Muslims as they prayed outraged the world
and especially secular Israelis. Religious Jews
were spat on in the streets of Tel Aviv and
many shopkeepers wouldn’t admit religious
Jews wearing a kippah. Bomb attacks on Arab
schoolchildren and upon the mayors of two
Palestinian cities by religious terrorists added
to the outrage. The final blow, according to
Taub came with the assassination of Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin who was about to give
away ‘God-given’ settlers’ lands to Arafat’s
Palestinians. Despite his not being a settler,
this religious zealot/assassin was lumped in
with terrorists and the settlers, who now were
seen not as messianic Jews, but as a threat to
the state. As a consequence, few religious
Zionists today speak of the “divine right” by
which they assumed control of lands in the
occupied territories. 

Having seen the fate of religious Zionism,
you will want to read Taub’s final chapter on
what Zionism means today. It makes com-
pelling reading. 
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By MYRON LOVE 
It is a decades-old ques-

tion: How could God
allow the Holocaust to
happen? In her presenta-
tion at Limmud, Barb
Findlay reviewed
Christian and Jewish
attempts to come up with
a theological answer.

Findlay is a retired high
school social worker who
decided to go back to
school and enrolled in
Judaic Studies. In a hand-
out accompanying her
presentation, she provid-
ed a variety of Jewish the-
ological arguments (as
summarized by Steven
Katz), among which
were: That the People of
Israel were being pun-
ished for their sins; that
the People of Israel suf-
fered in the Holocaust to
atone for others; the Holocaust as a modern “Akeda”, or test of faith;
that God was inexplicably temporarily absent from history or chose to
turn his face; that the Holocaust was proof that God is dead; that the
Holocaust is a form of revelation calling on Israel to reaffirm our faith
in the Lord; that the Holocaust represents man’s free will and the great
evil that can result, and has nothing to do with God; that the
Holocaust is like other similar events where large numbers of people
are murdered, and what this says about the problem of evil in the
world’; or that God’s ways are inscrutable, transcend human under-

standing and demand faith and silence.
“Christian theologians were slow to come to grips with the

Holocaust,” Findlay noted, “but have been fully engaged in recent
years.”

“One view among Christian theologians sees a connection between
the martyrdom of the Jews in Auschwitz and Jesus on the cross,” she
noted. “The Jews are viewed as the Lord’s suffering servant.

“Then there are those who practice Liberation Theology – a some-
what Marxist view – and see the Jews in the Holocaust as the under-
dogs.” The Catholic Church’s view of the Jews has changed consider-
ably since the war, Findlay noted. In the early 1960s, the Vatican,
under the leadership of Pope John the 23rd, removed references in its
liturgy blaming the Jews for killing Christ. In 1998, Pope John Paul
apologized to the Jewish People.

“My husband (Dr. Ray Singer) and I went to Poland last summer and
met with a number of Polish Jews,” Findlay said. “Most Jews are proud
to be Jewish.

“On the Christian side, people are acknowledging their own guilt.’
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Coming of Age
A History of the

Jewish People of
Manitoba

By ALLAN LEVINE

Judaic studies mature student provides overview of Jewish, Christian theological responses to Holocaust

Community makes provision for those who
can’t afford the high cost of dying

By MYRON LOVE 
Over the past two or three years, I have written a couple of stories

detailing the high cost of dying for members of our community who
lose loved ones. If you can’t afford the fees though, you need not
have any concern. Our communal organizations make provision for
such cases. 

“We build such cases into our budget,” says Rena Boroditsky, the
executive director of the Chesed Shel Emes, our nearly 80-year-old
community-run funeral home “In cases where families can’t afford
to pay the full price ($1,867 is the Chesed’s share of the cost), we
waive most of the fee and charge only for the materials (the casket,
shroud and other incidentals the Chesed has to pay out – which
comes to $370).”

She notes that in Vancouver, she has heard of funeral home offi-
cials visiting the homes of the deceased to satisfy themselves that
the family really can’t afford to pay. “We don’t have any such crite-
ria here,” she says. “I find it hard to believe that anyone would shnor
a funeral.”

In most such cases of financial shortfall, the Chesed is contacted
by the Public Trustee or Jewish Child and Family Service.
“Provincial Welfare will contribute $3,000 toward a funeral,”
Boroditsky says. 

A couple of years ago, she recalls, the Chesed was contacted
about two funerals in a row involving elderly parents who died
while visiting their newly-arrived immigrant children here. “We had
no problem waiving the fee,” she says.

In situations where the family can’t afford to pay for the funeral –
or there is no family to pay – the four community synagogues have
plots put aside and they alternate burials.

“If the Jewish Child and Family Service contacts us about a burial,
we will do everything we can to accommodate the family,” says Ian
Staniloff, the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue’s executive director. “We
would never turn anyone away for financial reasons.”

Congregation Etz Chayim’s executive director, Jonathan
Buchwald, concurs. “In such cases, we would waive our fees,” he
says. For families who may be able to pay but not all at once,
Buchwald notes that the synagogue will make arrangements to have
the payment paid out over an agreed period of time.

Congregation Etz Chayim operates the Bnay Abraham, Hebrew
Sick and Rosh Pina Cemeteries.

Speaking for Temple Shalom, Jonathon Fine notes that while the
Reform Congregation has no say over the fees charged by Chapel
Lawn (with whom the congregation has an arrangement for burial
for its members), “members of our congregation in financial diffi-
culties would be assessed fees with respect to temple charges and a
payment plan through consultation with the family, just as we do
with respect to all other fees.

Lorne Raber, the president of Eden Memorial, adds that he also
waives his fee for the headstone in cases of indigence. “We have
some stones set aside for those types of cases,” he says. “I believe
that everyone should have a marker of some sort. Everyone is enti-
tled to a decent burial.”

He notes that he has put up stones on his own dime in several
cases – and not just for Jewish individuals. “If we have to do it, we
do it,” he says.

BARB FINDLAY: “Christian theologians
were slow to come to grips with the
Holocaust, but have been fully engaged
in recent years.”
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DAVID LEFEELE
It is with heavy hearts that the children and grand-

children of David Lefeele announce his untimely pass-
ing in Salt Lake City, Utah March 4, 2011.

David is survived by his brother, Morris, his son Jeff
(Arlene) Lefeele, his daughter Marnie (Kent) Ellison,
and his grandchildren Ryan and Evan Ellison and
Michael and Madison Lefeele. David also leaves be-
hind his many cousins.

His health had been failing for a number of years, but
he was taken from us way too soon.

In Memoriam
11th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of
FRED DEVERE

who passed away
March 26, 2000

19 Days in Adar II
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by your loving
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF
MARCH 30

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
SAM (Simon)
GREENFELD

who passed away
March 23, 1973

19 Days in Adar II, 5733
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
8th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of our dear
husband, father and zaida
MENACHEM

MENDEL (MAX)
NORDON

who passed away suddenly,
but peacefully on
March 24, 2003

21 days in Adar II
You are so sadly missed
by your wife Ruth, daughter
Judi, son David and by your
nine grandchildren who will
always remember you forever
in our hearts
You gave so much of yourself
You loved and cared so much.
Rest in peace my beloved
Husband, Father, and Zaida.

In Memoriam

GITEL and WILLIAM RAIZEN
who passed away

In loving memory of our dear parents and grandparents

— Sadly missed and always lovingly remembered by their children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

April 5, 1982
12 Days in Nissan

March 23, 1984
20 Days in Adar II

In loving memory of
COLEMAN
STANILOFF

who passed away
March 27, 2003

24 Days in Adar II, 5763
—Greatly missed by your wife,
children, grandchildren, sister
and friends.

In Memoriam
8th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam
8th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of our dear
father and grandfather

MANUEL
THOMPSON

who passed away
March 25, 2003

21 Days in Adar II
— Sadly missed and lovingly
remembered by his children
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
JACK

GARDNER
who passed away
March 29, 1995

27 Days in Adar II
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children,
grandchildren and family.

MORRIS BERENHAUT
July 5, 1919 – February 27, 2011

 It is with profound sad-
ness that we announce the
passing of Morris
Berenhaut on Sunday,
February 27, 2011. Our
Dad, our Zaida, passed
away with his children
by his side after a brief
battle with pneumonia.

Left to cherish Morris’
memory are his children,
Abe (Toni) Berenhaut,
Lillian Saunders, Robert

(Carol) Berenhaut and Adelle (Sheldon) Globerman.
His grandchildren Ken (Cindy), Arlene (Jeff), Kevin,
Melissa (Kevin), Connie (Troy), Jennifer, Elissa (Dan),
Mark (Christine), Shawn (Tracey), Neil (Liz), Jamie
(Jess), Jason and his great-grandchildren, Michael,
Madison, Brett, Elizabeth, Sarah, Isabel, Preston,
Abigayle, Taylor, and Maddox. He also leaves to
mourn his surviving brother Joe (Mashka) as well as
numerous nieces and nephews.

 Morris was predeceased by his wife Menicha, his
parents, sister Shaendel (Shya) and brother Simon.

Born in Poland, Morris acquired his keen business
sense at the age of 13. In 1937 he married Menicha
Shleifer. In 1940 the Germans were occupying Poland,
so Morris and his family headed to Russia. Once there
all foreigners were sent to Siberian labour camps. In
1941 their son Abe was born. Shortly after the war
ended, Menicha’s sister in Winnipeg paid the Russian
government for the release of Morris and his family.
The family arrived in Germany and in 1947, their
daughter Lillian was born. In 1948 Morris, Menicha,
Abe and Lillian immigrated to Canada. Robert was
born shortly after their arrival in Winnipeg and Adelle
was born in 1953.

After working many jobs, he finally got his first
steady job with D. Smith & Sons where he spent his
entire day busting up cast iron boilers. In the evenings
and weekends he would take his handcrafted wagon
and go down back lanes collecting scrap metal.

In 1961 Morris, his brother Joe and friend, Jack
Choslovsky, formed McPhillips Salvage. In 1976  Jack
retired due to health issues.

Despite having little education and poor English
skills, Morris helped build a successful business. His
ability to communicate in several languages and his
sense of humor attracted many loyal customers who
came to admire and respect him while marveling at his
uncanny gift of being able to tell you where every piece
of inventory was located.

In 1989, Morris lost his beloved wife, Menicha, of 52
years. A couple of years later, Morris lost a kidney to
cancer but continued to work. In 2005, at the age of 86,
he reluctantly liquidated McPhillips Salvage.

Dedicated to his business and family, Morris had
little time for relaxation but did enjoy his trips to Las
Vegas and other casinos.

In 2008, Morris became seriously ill but his determi-
nation and will to live helped him fight back. In 2009
he took up residence at Holy Family Nursing Home.

Morris always had a story to tell his grandchildren. It
was usually the same story they had heard before, but

they always listened with renewed excitement as only
Zaida could tell it.

Morris’ smile, the sparkle in his eyes, his humor and
his memory will live on through the generations and he
will be remembered by those he touched during his 91
year journey of life. He was a great man who will truly
be missed.

Pallbearers were his grandchildren, Mark, Shawn, &
Neil Fishman, Kevin & Melissa Trombo, & Dan
Klassen.

Funeral services were held on Tuesday, March 1,
2011 at the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue. Donations can
be made to CancerCare in his honor.
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The Smorgasbord of Judaism
By RABBI AVROHOM ALTEIN

Jewish life has become quite diverse. The
number of ways in which people express their
Jewish identities is growing exponentially.
Should this be a cause of concern or should
we be celebrating this richness of diversity?

The holiday of Purim teaches us an impor-
tant lesson about Jewish survival that sheds
light on this question. Haman, the arch-enemy
of Jews, described his hatred in these words:
“There is one nation that is scattered and
divided among the nations; its laws make
them different from all others.” The gist of this
statement is that, as all bigots, Haman hated
the Jews because they were different. He rea-
soned that they could be easily overcome
because they have no unity. Jews are weak-
ened by divisiveness and strife, they live in
various locations among the gentiles and they
will not support one another.

The Megillah records how Haman’s evil
intentions to annihilate the Jewish People,
served to bring them together. They rallied
around Mordecai, their spiritual leader, and
turned to G-d in prayer and renewed commit-
ment to the Jewish precepts. That is why we
celebrate Purim by giving gifts of food to our
fellow Jews and gifts to the poor. The com-
mentaries explain that sages instituted this
Mitzvah so that no Jew, rich or poor, would
ever be left out from celebrating the Purim fes-
tivities.

But on no other holiday are Jews obligated
to send food to each other. Why should Purim
have this distinction? The answer is that we go
out of our way to demonstrate Jewish unity on
Purim, to ensure that we will not be weakened

by the threat of the
many Hamans that
are intent on our
destruction.

What is it that all
Jews share in com-
mon? Jews of vary-
ing countries and
cultures dress differ-
ently, eat various
foods and speak dif-
ferent languages.
The one thing that,
throughout history,
Jews of all countries
and cultures share in
common is the one
Torah and its pre-
cepts.

Torah encourages
diversity, as long as
we do not veer away
from its principles.
There are parameters
to what can be
acceptable as
a u t h e n t i c .
Obviously, some-
thing like Jews for J.
is a fraudulent mis-
representation. But
there are many other
more subtle misrep-
resentations, as well.

To understand this,
let’s examine the dif-
ference between sci-
ence and art. Art is
subjective, as the
saying goes “Beauty
is in the eyes of its
beholder.” The diver-
sity of arts is a cause
for celebration. But
science is the pursuit

of objective truth. There may be varying opinions and hypotheses, but
only one is the objective truth. Ultimately, with the advance of sci-
ence, we will discover which opinion was right and which was wrong.

That is what makes Judaism so special. Most people think of religion
and philosophy as an art, a subjective expression of personal feelings
that vary from person to person. Judaism believes in objective truth
through divine revelation. The beauty of Judaism is that it encourages
people to apply their logic in understanding the law, so that we can
involve our individual perceptions in Jewish life, but it is not an open
field where everything goes.

Of course, people like cultural and religious systems that make them
feel good. It feels good to be able to do whatever you like and always
be in the right. And it feels good to participate in discussions where
everyone can express their own opinion. But feeling good about
things is not necessarily the yardstick of what is true; sometimes the
truth hurts.

We would never tolerate a medical conference where every layper-
son is allowed to express an opinion and there is no emphasis on
establishing objective principles. Judaism, too, is the pursuit of truth.
Discussions where everyone voices their opinion about what they
think they already know is not a real learning process. True learning
requires humility; one must acknowledge that what he previously
thought might not be correct.

In summary, Jewish learning is a lifetime pursuit; it means the accep-
tance of Torah as divine; the Torah gives all Jews a common anchor
that unites us; and authentic Jewish learning will help build a stronger
community.
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In loving memory of
ALLAN GRANT

who passed away
April 4, 2003

2 Days in Nisan
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your wife, children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
NATHAN (NATE)

JACOBSON
who passed away
March 21, 1996

2 Days in Nisan, 5756
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children
and grandchildren.

15th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
NORMAN
RATNER

who passed away
April 2, 1976

(English calendar)
2nd day in Nissan
(Hebrew calendar)

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children,
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of
BEATRICE

FISHER
who passed away

April 2, 2003
29 Days in Adar II

Nothing can ever take away
The love a heart holds dear,
Fond memories linger every day
Remembrance keeps her near.
— Ever remembered by her
loving family and friends.

In loving memory of
JACK WILDER

who passed away
March 5, 1978

26 Days in Adar II
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
33rd Yahrzeit

Torah comment

CHAVURAT TEFILA SYNAGOGUE
Friday, March 25. Candle lighting: 7:31. Mincha: 7:30. Schacharis: 9:30. Mincha: 7:30.

Shabbat ends: 8:30. Sunday morning service: 9:00. Weekday morning service: 8:00.
Mincha/Maariv service for the week of March 27-March 31: 7:40.

Friday, April 1. Candle lighting: 7:42. Mincha: 7:40. Schacharis: 9:30. Mincha: 7:40.
Shabbat ends: 8:42. Mincha/Maariv service for the week of April 3-7: 7:50.

The Chavurat Tefila Synagogue on the corner of Hartford and McGregor offers traditional
Orthodox services in an informal setting. We welcome anyone who has yahrzeit or is saying
kaddish to join us for our twice-daily minyanim.

CONGREGATION ETZ CHAYIM
123 Matheson Avenue
Friday, March 25 - morning service 7:30 a.m., evening service 6:00 p.m., candle lighting

7:20 p.m.
Saturday, March 26 - Shemini - Women’s League Shabbat 9:00 a.m. Afternoon service

12:30 p.m. Shabbat ends 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday, March 27 - morning service 9:00 a.m.
Monday, March 28-Thursday, March 31 - morning service 7:30 a.m. Evening service 6:00

p.m.
CONGREGATION SHAAREY ZEDEK

561 Wellington Crescent; website www.shaareyzedek.mb.ca 
For program and event information, please check our website or call the synagogue office. 
Friday, March 25 - Morning Minyan 7:30 a.m.; Evening Minyan Kabbalat Shabbat Service

5:30 p.m.; Candle Lighting 7:30 p.m.
Shabbat, March 26 - Parashat Shemini/Shabbat Parah - Morning Service 9:00 a.m.; Evening

Minyan 6:00 p.m.; Havdallah 8:32 p.m.
Friday, April 1 - Morning Minyan 7:30 a.m.; Evening Minyan Kabbalat Shabbat Service 5:30

p.m.; Candle Lighting 7:41 p.m.
Shabbat, April 2 - Parashat Tazria / Shabbat HaChodesh - Morning Service 9:00 a.m.;

Family Service 10:30 a.m.; Evening Minyan 6:00 p.m.; Havdallah 8:43 p.m.
Daily Morning Minyan: Monday to Friday 7:30 a.m.; Sunday and Holidays 9:00 a.m.
Daily Evening Minyan: Saturday to Thursday 6:00 p.m.; Friday Minyan Kabbalat Shabbat

Service 5:30 p.m.
HOUSE OF ASHKENAZIE

Winnipeg’s oldest Orthodox congregation, operating from the same location at 297
Burrows, corner of Burrows/Charles, for over 80 years.

Join us for a daily morning minyan with Rabbi Avrom Altein at 7:20 a.m., Shabbos and Yom
Tov at 9:00 a.m, and Sunday at 8:30 a.m.

TALMUD TORAH - BETH JACOB SYNAGOGUE 
Located at 1525 Main Street. 
Candle Lighting for Friday, March 25, no later than 7:31 p.m. Mincha/Kabbalat Shabbat at

7:30 p.m.
Saturday Morning Service at 9:15 a.m. Sedra of the Week - Shmini. Parshat Parah. Mincha

Service at 7:30 p.m. Shabbat ends at 8:30 p.m.
Daily Mincha/Maariv Services at 7:30 p.m.
Candle Lighting Time for Friday, April 1, no later than 7:42 p.m. Mincha/Kabbalat Shabbat

at 7:40 p.m.
Saturday Morning Service at 9:15 a.m. Sedra of the Week - Tazria. Parshat Hachodesh.

Shabbat Mevarchim. Mincha service- 7:40 p.m. Shabbat ends at 8:42 p.m.
Daily Mincha/Maariv services at 7:40 p.m.
Rosh Chodesh Nissan - Tuesday, April 5.
Traditional Orthodox services are conducted, and everyone is invited to attend.

TEMPLE SHALOM
Temple Shalom, Winnipeg’s only Reform Congregation, 1077 Grant Avenue, will be hold-

ing: on Friday, March 25 at 7:30 p.m. Shabbat Peace Service: Variation on a Theme. This ser-
vice is dedicated to the theme of peace and Tikun Olam. Lay led by Ruth Livingston.

SYNAGOGOGUE SERVICE TIMES



By REBECA KUROPATWA 
Andrew Wall, a local documentary filmmaker, has shed

light on a very dark time in Winnipeg in his new movie “Paper
Nazis.”

The making of this film all began with the idea of a short
documentary on the “ugly rumours about Victoria Beach” for
a film festival, what Wall first envisioned as a 10-minute short. 

Although Wall is unaware of how many other beach com-
munities had restrictions, he said, “The Manitoba Club,
Winnipeg Winter Club, U of M, Tuxedo, and commercial
banks all had anti-Semitic policies. In all honesty, I thought it
was just an ugly rumour that Jews were kept out.” 

“Ultimately the subject of anti-Semitism led me to William
Whittaker, a disturbing figure in Canadian history who orga-
nized the Canadian Nationalist Party of Canada out of
Winnipeg,’ said Wall.  “He had a blatantly anti-Semitic paper
called the Canadian Nationalist.”

This led Wall to learning of an intriguing 1930’s meeting
between a Nazi consul (Winnipeg-based Dr Heinrich
Seelheim) and Whittaker.  “That really struck me as strange,
that there were Nazis here in Winnipeg,” said Wall.

The local Nazis even had their own paper, The Deutsche
Zeitung fur Canada.  Wall learned that the Nazis and
Whittaker had “numerous connections” like “sharing the
same printer, a Mennonite printer named Herman Neufeld. 

“Not only was their printer Mennonite, but there were
numerous Mennonite names within the Nationalist Party and
Nazi movement.”

Being a Mennonite himself, Wall had never heard about any
of this before and found it “shocking, somewhat puz-
zling...[and] really intriguing.”

By this time, Wall and his producer, Kyle Bornais, realized there was
much more to this story - more than could be captured in 10 minutes.
Soon, Cam Bennett of MTS Winnipeg on Demand (local PVR) came
on board, to broadcast the hour-long film.

Wall described the film’s images and articles, specifically those from
Whittaker’s newspaper, as “startling displays of Nazism here in
Winnipeg in 1939, [especially] so close to the outbreak of the war.”

Some re-enactments are also included in “Paper Nazis”.  “There are
some scenes that may seem a bit over the top, in particular the Nazi
celebration in January 1939, but I’ve carefully followed the existing
newspaper descriptions and photos,” explained Wall. 

Wall’s wife sewed the Nazi banners used in the film, as he said
sourcing authentic banners is very costly, and “The cheaper alterna-
tives, on the web, were simply not an option - more often than not,
they were being sold on pro-Nazi websites.”

In his film research, Wall gathered data from expert academics on
the subject as well as from articles and other materials from that era.

“I focused on the articles in the Victoria Beach Herald which were
very clear...cottage owners were not to sell to the ‘Unwanted.’  I quote
one of the articles from 1933, but unfortunately the original article at
the Manitoba Legislative Archives has had the pages cut out. 

“There are many rumours about Victoria Beach and its racist signs. I
wanted to find the photos...Strangely these legendary photos have dis-
appeared from our Manitoba Provincial Archives as well.” 

According to Wall, the Nazi movement was led by German Consuls
and various Nazi agents in Western Canada.  “They hijacked the
German cultural day celebrations, so by the late 30s the events had
become pro-Nazi with Nazi speakers. 

“Months before WWII, it was reported that 5000 people gathered in
Winnipeg at one of these events. 

“It’s problematic that people came out and tolerated such ideas of
Fascism and anti-Semitism, whether or not they were ardent support-
ers.  Then of course the war broke out and lines were clearly drawn.” 

More than anything, Wall said, he made this film “to inspire dia-
logue.  I’m delighted with the response.  It’s not a Jewish story.  It’s a
community story that needs to be told, albeit an ugly, embarrassing
one.” 

There was much Wall was unable to cram into this documentary.  “I
now want to tell the story from a more personal perspective, on a
much bigger, national level. 

“As I would discover, my own great-grandfather was involved as a
minority shareholder in the Deutsche Zeitung fur Canada [the Nazi
newspaper]...This was something I never saw coming.  My own fam-
ily seems to know very little about it, but everyone is very interested.
The German speaking, staunchly anti-Communist Nazi movement
found an audience with part of the Mennonite community, including
my family.  In the “Paper Nazis”, I don’t mention my personal con-
nection to it all - but I’m continuing with my research and hope to

eventually tell that personal
side to the story.”

That such blatant prejudice
could have existed against
the Jewish community at one
time was a real shock to Wall,
who said, “They’re such a big
part of the Winnipeg commu-
nity.”

Wall recalled having the
opportunity to interview the
late Israel (Izzy) Asper.

“I had never met him before, but he immediately pulled me aside to
the window to point out where the Human Rights Museum would be
built,” said Wall.  “He was so passionate and excited about it.  Seeing
that kind of leadership and vibrancy... it’s hard to believe that at one
point in time the Jewish community could have been discriminated
[against] in Winnipeg.  Of course, it also explains the determination
and resiliency.  Sadly, only days after I did the interview, Mr. Asper
died.”
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For more information please call 694-3332.

C L A S S I F I E D S
Classified ad rates: $13.00 per column inch. Minimum charge, $13.00. For
advertisers outside Winnipeg, $15.00 per column inch, minimum charge $15.00.
One column inch equals about 15 to 20 words. Discounts available for ads placed
more than 26 weeks. Payment can be made over the phone or in writing, using
your VISA or MASTERCARD.

R E A L  E S T A T E

ADVANCED REALTY

Buy or sell through me and
receive Air Miles

Joyce Rykiss

925-7999
e-mail address: jrykiss@mts.net

P R O F E S S I O N A L S

Bus.   339-6969
Fax.   339-2717
Res.   334-7086

Certified General Accountant

PHILIP KAHANOVITCH
B. Comm. (Hon), M.B.A., C.G.A.

• Accounting •Auditing

•Tax •Data Processing

212-2211 McPhillips St.

Winnipeg, MB R2V 3M5

FOR RENT

TIFFANY TOWERS
 1179 GRANT

Large 1 bdr, 2 bdr and
Penthouse suites across

from Grant Park S.C.
includes all util. & laundry.

Balc., pool, heated undergrd.
parking, on bus route.

Contact
453-5178

ALWAYS READY TO HELP
CALL HARVEY FINEMAN

• home contents sales
• consignment sales

• garage sales
• appraisals

488-0647 or
 cel  951-1552

S A L E S  &  A P P R A I S A L S

Piano, Guitar & Voice
Studio

 Students Ages 4 and Up
Over 30 Years of Musical

Excellence
Linden Woods. 489-9048.

rpeart@mts.net
Registered piano teacher,

Concert artists.

MUSIC LESSONS

Securities licencee:
Work several hours
from home weekly
doing accnt admin.

info@21.ca.eu

HELP WANTED

Winnipeg’s “Paper Nazis” premieres at Berney Theatre
A documentary that sheds light on the nascent Nazi movement in Winnipeg in the 1930’s  

received its world premiere at the Berney Theatre, Thursday, March 17

William Whitaker was an English-born
ne’er-do-well who started an anti-Semitic
paper called “The Canadian Nationalist”.

One of many re-enactments of 1930s events
expertly depicted in “Paper Nazis”.

Filmmaker
ANDREW WALL
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SAN FRANCISCO (JTA) – The impact of a Taglit-Birthright experi-
ence is significant and lasts for years, according to a new study. 

Participants in the 10-day Israel trips are more confident advocates
for Israel, are more likely to feel very connected to Israel, and are 51
percent more likely to marry a Jewish person than their peers who
applied for but did not go on a Birthright trip. 

These are some of the findings of “The Impact of Taglit-Birthright
Israel: 2010 Update,” a recently released study by Brandeis
University’s Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies. It is a follow-
up to the center’s 2009 report, “Generation Birthright Israel,” and
looks at 2,000 young Jews who applied for and/or took part in a
Birthright trip between 2001 and 2005. 

According to the new study’s findings, trip participants were 46 per-
cent more likely to feel “very much” connected to Israel and 28 per-
cent more likely to explain Israel/Middle East issueswith confidence.
They are 35 percent more likely than non-participants to consider it
highly important to raise Jewish children, and if they marry non-
Jewish spouses, the spouse is four times more likely to convert to
Judaism. 

Noting that this study compared trip participants to those who

applied but did not ultimately
go on a Birthright trip, usual-
ly because there was no room
for them, Birthright Israel
Foundation President Robert
Aronson said the findings
demonstrate how greatly “the
lives of those who were
turned away from the trips
would have been changed.” 

The research was sponsored
by the Robert K. and Myra H.
Kraft Family Foundation, the
Andrea and Charles
Bronfman Philanthropies, the
Maurice and Marilyn Cohen
Center Fund and Taglit-
Birthright Israel. 

Shayla Fink and Kinsey Posen
Special Guest Leaders 

for Community Passover Seder 
The Rose and Max Rady Jewish Community Centre in associa-

tion with the Jewish Federation of Winnipeg is pleased to present
the Annual Community Passover Seder on Tuesday, April 19 at
6:00 p.m. at Congregation Etz Chayim, 123 Matheson Ave. E. 

This is a wonderful opportunity for the entire community to
come together and enjoy the holiday of Pesach. If last year’s Seder
is any indication this year’s event is sure to be just as engaging and
haimsche for people of all ages. Moreover, this interactive Seder
experience will be complete with traditional songs, participation
of children and adults and special treats for the young ones in
attendance.

We are delighted that our special guest leaders for this program
will be Shayla Fink and Kinsey Posen. They bring with them an
entertaining program of music stories and songs. Shayla and
Kinsey are well known in our community for their talent, bringing
much pleasure to Winnipeg audiences for many years. 

Congregation Etz Chayim’s catering service will prepare a deli-
cious four-course meal for everyone to enjoy. Family tables can be
arranged and vegetarian meals are available with advance
arrangements. Transportation is available for seniors. This service
is supported by the Daniel Tallman Family Fund at the Jewish
Foundation of Manitoba. 

Don’t delay in booking your tickets for this enjoyable and mean-
ingful community event. Please make your reservation by the
Rady Jewish Community Centre. 

The Seder is presented by the Rose and Max Rady Jewish
Community Centre in association with the Jewish Federation of
Winnipeg. The generous support of Congregation Etz Chayim,
Congregation Shaarey Zedek and Jewish Child & Family Service is
acknowledged. 

SHAYLA FINK

KINSEY POSEN

SPesach 
Seder

Joyof

Passover

Share
the Annual 

Community

at the Delicious 
Four-Course 

Meal

Traditional 
Songs

Interactive 
Seder 

Experience

Family Tables 
Can Be 

Arranged
Seder will be led by well-known 

Winnipeg Entertainers
Shayla Fink and Kinsey Posen

in association with

The generous support of the following is acknowledged: 

Congregation  Etz Chayim, Congregation Shaarey

Zedek, Jewish Child and Family Service 

and the Daniel Tallman Family Fund at the

Information / Tickets:     Rady JCC     477-7510

Etz Chayim Synagogue

Tuesday,

April 19
6:00 p.m. 

Price: ................................ $51.00

Children 3 -12 Years: .......... $19.00

Children 2 Years and Under: .... $6.50
(Plus GST)

Free Transportation is available for seniors.
Deadline to purchase tickets 
is Friday, April 8, 2011

Study: Birthright alumni better Israel advocates, marry Jewish

Birthright Israel Foundation
PRESIDENT ROBERT ARONSON


